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ABSTRA,CT

rn t,his thesis t,he problem of discrj-mj-nation and classifi-
cation is stud.ied with a view to assessing the effects of

depart,ures from the usual assumptions of normality. Two types

of non-normality are considered: (i) Transformable Non-

normality where the distribution can be transformed mathemati-

cally into a normal form. -lhree transformations, all belonging

to the so-calIed Johnsonrs System: Log Normal, Logit Normal

and Inverse Hyperbolic Sine Normal, are considered.. The

d.istribuËion theory as well as the classificatory problems

associated with these d.istributions are considered. (ii) Essential
or Persistent Non-normality: The distributions of this type

cannot be transformed mathematically into the normal form. The

Edgeworth Series Distribut,ion isrconsid.ered. here and. the type

of non-normality is limited. Èo asymmetry. The effects of
sampling from a non-normal population is studied. Estj-mation

of probabilities of misclassification using data generated

from the Edgeworth Series Distribution are given. Some

recommendations based on these stud.ies are also given.

A review of lj-t,erature concernj-ng probabiliÈies of mis-

classification is made, the theory is developed for Èhe case

of normal dist.ribution. A review is also made of the basic

results in discrimination and classificatj-on, various types of

discriminant functions are discussed.
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DEFINTTIONS OF TERMS USED IN THE THESIS

TERM DEFINÏTÏON

p Number of variables.

X or x p x 1 vector of observations"

I Population i.
.L

u pxl vectorin n.
-ii
r pxp covariancemat.rixin n.

X or x p x I sample mean vector in II .
al-a

S p x p sample covarj-ance matrix in iT .

p A priori probability that an observation comes from
i

ïï.
¿

o Probability of misclassifying an observation from
!

Ii.
1

Õ Cumulat.ive stand.ard normal distribution function.

G or H Cumulative bivariate normal d.istribution function.

n Sample size for II .
ii

L2 (u u )'r-l(u - u ) = Mahalanobis distance squared
a^r^I¿L¿

(parameters known).

¡z (; ; )'s-l(i.-; ) = esrimaÈed l,rahclanobis d.istance
1-2-i-2

squared (paramätéis unknown) .

k Number of'populaÉions

C(2.1 1) Cost. of misclassifying an observation from il1.

C(112) Cost of misclassifying an observation from TLZ.
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TERM ÐEFINTTTON

R Regions of classificat,ion corresponding to the
¿

populat.ion i.

f ., (x) Densíty function of X in II _, "Ll_



CHAPTER O

INTRODUCTïON: SUMMARY

In this t,hesis the problem of discrimination and classi-fi-
cation is studied with a view to assessing the effect.s of
departures from the usual assumpt,ion of normali-ty. The general

proced.ure for classification of an individual X with p

observed characters (.Xl ,... rXÞ) consists of d.etermining a

function of (xl,... rXp), approximately, and assigning X to
one of the two populations n1 or n2 depending upon the varue

of t,he function. Obviously, since the observation vector is
rand.om and since the parameters for determining this function
are often not known, this procedure could result. in one of two

types of errors. The individual X may be classified as

belonging to II1 when j-n fact he is from nZ or vice versa.

These errors are of grave importance in Èhe choice of t,he

procedure. One would require that these errors ert more

appropriately, their probabilities be as small as possible.

The problems of est,imation and optimization of the probabilities

have received wide att.ention.

In chapter 2 a review is made of the lit,erature concerning

probabilit,ies of mj-sclassificat,ion. The theory is developed

there for the case of oriormal distribution. This assumption of

normaliËy is made, in part, due to the mathemat,ical intract-
ability of non-normal -d.istributions. A1so, Ir most

instances such an assumption is quite realist,ic. However, it
would. seem to be of great interest to consider the effects,



if af,y, of the departures from this simplifying assumption.

some attempts are made in this direction here. There are two

types of non-normarity one could consid.er: (i) Transformabre

non-normality where the distribution can be transformed,

mathematically into a normar form. The three considered. in
chapter 3t all belonging to the so-called Johnson's system,are

Log Normal, Logit, Normal and Tnverse Hyperbolic sine Normal.

The dist'ribution theory as well as the classj-ficatory problems

associated with these distributions are discussed. in this
chapter. (ii) Essential or persistent non-normality: The

distributions of this type cannot be transformed mathematically
int,o the normal form. This, however, does not precrud.e the
central Limit rheorem from being applied. t"î large sample

siÈuations. The small samples problem is considered. in Chapters 4

and 5 for the Ed.geworth series Distribution. The type of non-

normality is limited in this thesis to asymmetry.

In chapter 1 a review of the basic results in discrimination
and classification is presented. Various types of dis-
crimanant functions are ¿isCussed. Of these, 

.

Ëhe one that, has been used in this Èhesis is the Linear
Discriminant Function (LDF) int.roduced by R.A. Fisher (13) .

The effect.s of non-normality are studied. here when ad.opting

the LDF procedu::e. Asid.e from the theoreti.cal implicat,ions,
it would be of int,erest t,o assess the effects of sampling from

a non-normal popuration. This is done in chapter 5 where the
results on the acÈual estj.mation of the probabilities of



misclassificat.ion using dat,a generated from the Ed.geworth Series

Distribut.ion are given. Some reco¡nmendat,ions based on these

studies are also given in this chapter.

Since the generation of this distribution on a computer

present.s it.s own dif f iculÈies, a discussion of the algorithm

along with the act,ual computer progrernmes and t,heir flow charts

are given in Appendix A,1.
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CHAPTER 1

REVIEhT OF SOME BASTC IDEAS TN DISCRIMTNANT ANAIYSTS

1.1 Discrimination, classification and Hypothesis Testing
The concept of hypothesis testing has often been confused

with that of discrimination. Rao [49] has d.iscussed this poínt
and has mad.e the distinction clear.

rn discriminat,ion v¡e have: (a) a class of alternat,ive
hypotheses of which one is chosen; (b) we would 1ike t,o balance

betweejn the wrong and correcÈ decisions; (c) prior probabilities
are vital for a satisfactory solution of the probrem; and

(d) the nul1 hypoËhesis plays no prominent role in discriminaÈion
buË is used sometimes to arrive at a d.ecision wit,h a small
risk.

ïn hypot,hesis testing problems r¡/e have: (a) a clearly stated.
nul1 hypothesis and a comparativery und.efined. number of
alternati-ves; (b) the emphasis is on the nu1l hypothesis in that
we prefer to reject it at a given risk or provisionally accept
it; and (c) when we accept the nuI1 hypothesis we do not make

a decision about the alternative hypothesis.
The concepts of d.iscrimination and classificaÈion have been

carefully defined by Kendall l2s, 26l. fn discrimj_nation a
sample of members from k populations is taken with p variables,
qualitat,ive or quantitat,ive, recorded f or each member. A

method, based on the recorded variables, is d.eveloped for
assigning new members to the correct, population. rn that case

we talk of discriminating among the populations. The case



srhen þ = 2 ís the co¡nmonly treated one. In classification
\¡/e have a sample of n members where each member has p

measurable or qualitative characteristics. The question we

ask ourselves is whether these members belong to certain
groups and, if sor to identify the groups. 'Anderson l2l
defined Èhe problem of classification as that of decision

functions where one of a number of hypothesis must be accepted.

and the rest rejected for a particular observation vector X.

L"2 Errors of Misclassification

Let fi (x) be the probabiliÈy density function of X in
li, i = 11 2. ütre define pi - to be the a priori
probability that an observation comes from II1,i = L,2. Let

4. be a point in a p-dimensional .region R with Rl and R2

as sub-regions. Rl and R2 sat.isf y the property

R-RtUR2

and

Rf fl R2 = þ,

Define a classification rule as follows: based on the

observation vector N,

Classify I as e [1 if I fa1ls in Rl,

Classify I as . nZ if L falls in R2.

In such a classification procedure we are bound to make two

kinds of errors which are defined as errors of misclassification.



If I is classified as belonging to ill when in fact L is

from Í2, that is an error; on the other hand ' Lf I is

classified as belonging to ILZ when in fact L is from [],

that is an error too. In practice such errors could prove

costly. A typical realization of the errors and costs involved

is as follows:

True Stat,e of Nature Decision Probability of
Misclassifi-
cati-on

e1

a2

Cost of
Error

c (21 1)

c (11 2)

(1.1)

{e III

XeÍ.>

EeTI2

Xeill

where ol, u2 are given by the expressions

and

I
cr.l = I f.,(I)dx

JÞ-'2

sâ = I t"(x)dx. Ã.2)z la, aa.l

The total probability of misclassificat,ion is given by

o = pr I tr (x)dx + p? | rr (r)dxr ,*, ¿ , j*,
(1.3)

Det,ails on errors of misclassification are further d.iscussed

in Chapt.er 2 
"



The costs of errors of misclassification are usually

assumed. to be greater than zeTo and are usually known or

estimat,ed in some form. For simplicity they are assumed to be

unity. The basic quest.ion is the choice of RI and R2. one

would. obviously choose them so thaL the total probability of

misclassification is minimized. This problem is discussed. in

the next sect.ion.

1.3 Classification Rules

welch t6ol gives a solution for the choice or, R1 and

R2 regions when the total probability of mísclassification

is minimized. and only two populations [], ll'2 are considered.

The total probabilit,y of misclassification as given in equation

(1.3) can be written as

cr = p.,Í r I t, (x) axl + p2 | tr(x) dx
'Rr 'Rl

i-
= pi + | 1 e2f 2{.x) - prf t (x) JdI,t^'rfl

which is minimized if R1 is chosen such that

e2f ,k) - P1f 1(x) < 0 for all points in R1'

Thus the classíf i.cation rule is: Assign I to itl if

ft(x) 
,n,

f ,(x) Pr
(1.4)



and assign I to Ir2 if

Another approach which lead.s to the same solution as the

one in equaÈions (1.4) or (1.5) is through Bayes Theorem. Let

the conditional density of I in iTi be f i (x) , L = 1,2

and a priori probabilit,y of I from IIi be pi, i
then the posterior probability of IIi is given by Bayes

Theorem as

Pr (II1, x) n1 f i (x)
Hf tlL.: IXJ = 

- 

= 

-

Pr (x) e1f 1(x) + prf ,(x)
i - L,2. (1.6)

Assign I to the population with the largest posterior
probability. Thus the rule becomes: Assign 5 to II1

if Pr(Ti1lx) 'Pf (n2lx), (1.7)

that, is

f.' [x) p-,
J-,- < :fz(å) -pl

if n1f , (x) > n2f , (I)

fl(x) p
if r'-' , -2

f2(x) p1

(1"s)

(1.8)

or

The above two procedures are based on equal costs of misclassi-
fication in iII and Il,Z. If the costs of misclassification

are unequal , by mini-mizing the tot,al cost of misclassification,



the classification rule is
example) :

Assign L t,o [1

fl (ä) c (1 | ,7p2

æ)-'æTrTÞ;
and assign L t.o frz if

ft(x) c(Il2)P,
æ l mJrrÞT'

seen to be (see Anderson l1l, for

if

(1.e)

(1.10)

Another procedure for deriving classification rules is called
the minimax procedure. rn this case the maximum probability
of misclassification ís mini'mized.. The.procedure has been

described by welch t6o1 and Lachenbruch t301. Regions Rl

and RZ are chosen so that o1 = a2 and are a minimum und.er

the condit,ion that

[fI(x) + t2{.x) ]dx = 1. (1.1r)
D"1

The minimax rule
a member of IIl

from the above

l_r

approach is to classify

n2 if

A e.ì)

f, (x)
I_

:>ß'
T 2\x)

(1.12)

and to classifv X as a member of



10

f1 (r) 
¿ ef, (x)

In equations (L.Lz) and (1.13), ß is a constant determined by the

distributions in ni, i = L,2.

Another approach which leads to the choice of Rt and RZ

classification regions is the likelihood ratio (tR) rule.
Das Gupta tlll has defined this rule by 6 where O- (x) > O if,
for some positive constants cr, C",

crf, (x) . rî*{crf, (x) } )

where m is the number of groups under consideratj-on. rf the

Ci'= are all equal, the rule is called the maximum-likelihood

(ML) rule. Das Gupta tlOl discusses the concept of optimum

classification rules in t,he case of two murtivariate normal

populations. He shows that the maximum likelihood rule is
admissible and minimax in the case when t, the dispersion matrix,
is known. When x is unknown he shows that t.he maximum likelihood
rule is admissible, and, in an invariant class, minimax. To

prove the above results Das Gupta uses a loss funct.ion which is
a function of the Mahalanobis d.istance (u.' u.,)'I-1 (u., u.)-¿ -¿ -¿ -¿
between the two populations.

If m = 2, that is if we have two populations, the

crassification problem is essentially the problem of test,ing

statist.ical hypotheses, where a simple nulI hypothesis against

a simpre alternative .hypothesis are considered. fn Èhis case

the classification regions are found by use of the Neyman-

Pearson Lemma; a proof of t,his is available in Rao tSf l . The

likelihood ratio of the observation X is gi-ven by



1I

o r.v\ 
fl (r)

-- r2 (xl

and the likelihood ratio solution ís given by

(1.15)

.o(5) = a constant.

!üe note here that the result.s in equations (r.4, 1.5, 1.g , !.9,
1-10, r.r2 and 1.13) are of the form given in equation (1.15)

except for the difference in Èhe suitable const.ant. Anderson

tzl has derived the likelihood. ratio criterion when a composite

nu1l hypoÈhesis is being Èested against a composite alt.ernative
hypothesis. He considers a sample

x(r), *(1), ..., x(1)-l -2 il

from w1u (1),¡1 and. a sample

x(2) -(2) x(2)=I t tZ , "', =n,

from N (u-(2) ,E) and x an observation coming from n1 or Trz.

Anderson tests the composite hypothesis that

r1I (1)
x' Uìt' ' "" {r, are drawn from N(u (1),x) 

and'
1

uj'' ,u:", ..-, rQ) are drawn from ¡¡(u(2),r) aeainst
n2

the alternaÈive composite hypothesis that

E-tt', I1t), x(1) are drawn from r¡(u (z) ,Ð and-1 -2 -nr -1



L2

x, x(2), N(2), ...t x(2) are drawn from
-I -2 -n^

fI¡
1 -L á t.,4ilça\ls-

"¿ -

estimates of u 
(1)

Iikelihood ratio

'c-l(x - X(2))

n(u (2),r).

, v 
(2) and

is given by

(1.16)

By

x

obtaining maximum likelihood

under the two hypotheses, the

Ð-
È(r) I

1+

where
? n.F- i ii r¡(i)-;(i))(x(i)-v-¿rt¿.(

i=l e=l -o, a,

- (i)
E )'

The classification region for

D>y

nl consists of all points for which

and the classification region for

by

(1.17)

II^ .consists of all ooi nts ( '
Z__ s¿¿ ¡,vlr¡ ue g'l-Ven

D<y (1.18)

where "( is a given number.

Hills t18l considers the problem of classification rules
as consisting of three categories depending on the information
available about the distribut.ion funct.ions in the two

populations. rf Fl and Ez are the dist,ribution functj-ons

corresponding to IIl and TIZ respectively,the three categories
considered by Hills are as follows:

(i) FI, E2 completely known,

(ii) Fl, E2 known t,o belong to some parametric class

of distributions where t,he parameters are known,



(iii) Fl, EZ completely unknown.

If Fl, F2 are completely known Hills states that a complete

class of ad.missible rules may be shown to be based on the

likelihood raÈio rule.

L.4 Types of Discriminant Functions

Since the introduction of the LDF by Fisher several other

classification statistics have appeared in the lit,erature.

Among reasons for their appearance are (i) violations of the

assumptions used in the derivat.ion of the LDF, (ii) attempts

Èo find admíssible procedures which minimize t.he probabilities

of misclassification, (iii) at,tempts to minimize the derivatives

of the misclassification errors, (iv) as a problem in hypothesis

testing. Some of the classification statistics proposed are:

(a) Fisher's Linear Discriminant Function (LDI.)

(b) Anderson's Classification Statistic (vt)

(c) The Quadratic Discriminant. Function (QDF)

(d) The Best. Linear Classification Statistic (BLDF)

(e) Rao's Classification Statistic (R)

(f) John-Kudo Classification Statistic (z)-

A quick review of the basic ideas of each one of these and

their propert,ies are given below.

a) Fisherrs Linear Discriminant Function (LDF)

The LDF is derived by Fisher t13l while solving a taxo-'

nomj-cal problem. Since we refer to this funct,ion in most of

our discussions, we derive it here.



ì /,

In the univariate case, when the two populations [1, n,

are normal with different means FI, y2 respectively and t.he

same variance o2 in both populations, the dist.ance betlveen

the means divid.ed by their colnmon standard. deviat.ion (s.o) is
given by

1l - 
'll-1 F2

D= I -
aÎ

when ul v2 > 0.

Fisher argues that if x is an observation from one of the
two populations, x is classified t.o [1, if it, is nearer to
u1 and X is classified to II2 if it is nearer to vZ. The

risk of misclassifying an observation is small if D is large
since the populations are wider apart.; if D is -small'

the populations are closer together, hence the errors of mis-
classificat.ion are increased. when the distributions j-n [],
rT'2 are murt.ivariate normal wiÈh means 81, v2 respectively
and common variance matrix x Fisher consid.ers a linear
combination of the observations X

V - - lv* - aa:

where a' = (a1ra2r... tan), Itdxt rXZr... rXp) and.

number of characters. He establi-shes the discriminant function
by maximizing the mean d.ifference in Y for the tvro populat.ions

divided by the co¡nmon st,andard deviation of y withj-n the
populations: That, is

In¡vlurt EIylrr2l 
I

(1.Ie)

p is the

Standard Deviation-õE y



le.'(ur - r-2) |

(s rlit '
(1. 20 )

where È = !_1 - 1:2. To maximize equation (1.20) for variations

in a we d.ifferentiate it v¡ith respect to a and equate to

zero, obt.aining

(1.21)

The above equation has no unique solution; however one solution

is gi-ven by

(d tù4

I 
' ^lta gl

butany vector proport,ional to a will satisfy equation (1.21).

Substituting the value of a into (1.19) we obt,ain

¡ -]Y-6 X-X

= (ur ur)' ¡-1 x

(L.22)

(1.23)

which is the Linear Discriminant Functj-on (LDF ) .

We formally define the LDF when the parameters are known

a¡

D(X; Ll, lLZ, x) = (!-1 - lL2)' x-l x Ã.24)

and when the parameters are unknown and, hence, estimaÈed from a

sample, âs
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o(ä; -1, \, s) = tr, - !e)' 5-1 x (1.2s)

where är, \2,5 are estimates of !-1' lLZ, L, respect'iveIy.

Wefci, 160l shows that even if the assumptions which Fisher

made in deriving the LDF do not hold, the best function to

discriminate between two populat,ions whose densit.y functions

are completely specified may be obÈained by taking Èhe ratio

of the probability densitÍes in the tv¡o populations. He deduces

the likelihood. ratio argument. of alternative hypoÈhesis from

the Bayes Theorem and shows that for any prior probability the

discriminant function is a ratio of t.he probabilit,y densit,ies

and the criterion leve1 depends on prior probabilities.

b) Anderson's Classification Stat.istic (W)

This statistic is derived by Anderson f,2l in t.he case of

Èwo populations whose characters are distributed as multivari"ate

normal with different means and the same variance covariance

matrix. The likelihood ratio rule lsee equation. .(f .15)l is .used

in the derivatíon. The st,atistic is defined as

(L.26)

ùrrèn the paiameters are known and as

(L.27 )
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when the parameters arê unknown, hence estimated from Samples.- The

W stat,istic differs from th-e LDF, when the parameters are known,

by the constant

1r-l
i (!-r+Lù x-(L1 -Lù (1'28)

Tf the parameters are estimated then Èhis difference is

l - - -1 -+ (x, + x.)' S -(x' - xr)
á-i_¿

The univariate analogue of this statistic has been given

by John[21J and by Sedransk and Okamato t53].

c) The Quadrat.ic Discriminant Function (QOf )

'

This st,aÈistic arises when the assumption of equal d.is-

persion matrices in the two populations no longer holds and

the likelihood rat.io rule is used in deriving the discriminant

function. When the paramet.ers are known, the statistic is
Äaf i noÀ .âe.sv,

. l¡^ |

o(X; u r u ; [ | L ) = I 3 +-1 -2 1 2 2 |rrl

-i (I - Lr)'tittl - Lr) * å,1 - *r)'rrrtx - t!-z)

(1.30)

and. when the parameters are not known and are estimat.ed from

samples, the stat.istic is def ined as
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I^l

DtX;;,i.;S,S)=lt"Zi
-1 -2 I 2 z tor . lsrl

'ì--1 -r'l -
+ i(x x )'s -(x - x, ) + *(x x.)'s^-(x x^)

2-- -'t 1 - -I ¿ - -¿ 2 - -¿

( 1. 31)

Okamato [45] introduced this originally. Bartlett and

Please t6l independently developed this function for discrim-

inating between monozygotic and. d,izygoLic twins. Gilbert E6] st.ud.ied

the robustness of the QDF when the variance matrices are known

and has looked at special forms of these matrices, [I = I

and I^ = dI where d is a constant. Marks and Dunn t35l
¿

have extended Gilbert's results to the more general set up of

the parameters in the two distributions being unknown.

Lachenbruch, Sneeringer and Revo l32l have considered the

robustness of QDF with respect to non-normality. The QIJF is

optimal in the sense of minimízíng the overall probability of mis-

classification when the parameters are known and the covariance

matrices are not equal.

d) The Best Linear Discriminant'Function (BLDF)

Thís st,atistic is introduced by Clumies-Ross and Riffenburgh

t9l and by Anderson and Bahadur t5l under condit,ions similar

to those of the QDF. The main cond.ition is that ,t I L2.

lrihen -uhe parameters are all know, thè statistic is d'efined. as

(x'a b' u. t, b' r., b
l- - - -r ¿ - 'L-
I

D (X; LL,LZ;t yL2) =l
I

I

IX'b b'u^ + t.^brI^b\-- --¿ ¿- ¿-
(L.32)



and v¡

the s

hen the parameters a

amplesrthe statistic

(
D (x;=r,=r; S' s, ) = I

,

\

1g

re not known

is defined

Xrb b'x'

x'b b';. +

but are

ãq

+ lalc hUtV 91Y
I- J-_

t^b '| s^b¿- ¿-

estimated from

(1. 33 )

In (1.32 )

b = [r1r1 + EZLZI - G' Bf )

and in (1.33 )

In both these equations tl,

systematic trial and error met,hod

of misclassificati-on.

(1.34 )

(1.3s)

are scalars chosen by a

minimize the probability

and estimated from a

BLDF as the Best Linear

st,atistic is optimal in

+
"2

to

When the parameters are unknown

samplerMarks and Dunn t35l refer to

Sample Discriminant, Function. This

t.he same sense as the QDF.

e) Raors Classif ication Statist,ic (R)

Rao t50l derives the sÈat,istic R und.er the condition of

two populations [I, fZ and the distribution of å in the two

populations being multj-variate normal. He assumes that samples

of size tl, n2 are obtained from fil, n2 respectively, Under

conditi-ons t,hat the derivative of the misclassificaÈion errors

are beincr minimized Rao comes up with Èhe statistic R defined
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as follows:
22

o Q; y,b,i nI ¡n2i L¡ = 
at ] az 

u r-1 u, +
ui

2(at at) _.r ,+ -_ u ¡ * T (1.36)' o1o2

where a1 = n2(n1 + ¡.r2)-1 b1 - ,ril + n;2,

u2= 11 (*1 +rr)-t, bz=l+ (r1 + nr)-L,

u =x-(nrir+ nzLz) (nr+ n2)-L, T=år yz

Rao shows that this stat,istic is best for d.iscriminatincr
between alternatives that are close to each other.

John l22l gi-ves a f orm of Rao I s stat,istic when the

variance matrix is estimated. by S.

f ) John-Kudo Classificat,ion Statistic (Z)

The stat,istic has been suggested under the cond.ition that
the distribution of L in the two populations is mult,ivariate
normal with a common variance matrix and. different and unknown

means. John 122,231 defines the statistic as

D(x; ;.L,*z; nr rn2is, = oþ (ð Ér)' ,-1 {{ - ir) -
t

' 11? , -ln o_ (X - x.) S -(X x^)" ryt -'¿' -2'

where S is the estimated dispersion maÈrix and. n is a

constant. John tfOl suggests the same form with n - 1 and

the dispersion matrix known. Kudo tZTl had discussed this
sÈatist,ic ind.epend.entry in an earlier work. John comments
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that the statistic Z with n = 1 was proposed because it

appeared reasonable to give the individual to thaL population

which,in testing, rejects it, at a higher Ieve1. Presumably,

Rao [50, p. 655/ had previously stated this in principle.

1.5 Relationships Among Classj-fication Statistics

From the discussion in section L.4, $¡e note that the LDF

is the basic discriminant function among the classification

statist,ics. The QDF reduces to the LDF when the variance

matrices Xl, L2 are equa1. The statistics W, R and Z

(wíth n - 1) are asymptotically equivalent. R and W

statistics are equivalent if sample sizes f,l, n2 are equal.

The z anð. W statistics are equivalent. if ^1= = n ( *?=

nr+I n2+L
and. hence equivalent to R. In particular, if n = I and

n1 = rr2 = n, the Z andW statistics are linearly related in the

form z - tffilw. Siot'ani t54l states that,if *l = nZ and.
flr

n = nl + n2 2 are sufficiently large, then + = I, for
Dt rr

i = L,2, hence the lrl and. Z statist,ics are eÇuivalent.

The statistic !V differs from the LDF onLy by a const,ant.
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CHAPTER 2

PROBABILITTES OF MTSCLASSIFTCATION

2.I IntroducÈion: Five Probabilities of Misclassification
In this chapter a review is made of the literature con-

cerning probabilities of misclassification. The assignment of
an observation vector x to one of two populations il1, n2

with classification regions Rl, R2 respect.ively, depends upon

the varue of the discriminant. function. The discriminant
function is a function of the observations and the parameters

of the distributions in the two populatj-ons. The parameters

are usually unknown and hence are estimated from samples. This

obviously means loss of information on the parameters which

affecÈs the estimation of the probabilities of misclassification,
in that they may be underestimated or overestimated.. Various

techniques have been developed and compared in trying to find
the best way of estimating the true probabilities of misclassi-
fication when the parameters are unknown and are estimated. from

samples. The technj-ques have led to a number of defj-nj-tions

of misclassification errors. gr7e discuss five probabj-lit,ies of
misclassification here. the probabilities of misclassification
are important since, after constructing a discriminant function,
we are int,erested in determining how this function performs on

future samples. The performance criterion of a suggested

procedure is usually the probability of misclassification.
The probabilities of misclassification which we consid.er here

are as follows:
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(a) Optimum probability of misclassification,
(b) condit,ional probability of misclassification,
(c) Estimated probability of miscrassification
(d) Apparent probability of misclassification,
(e) Expected probabirity of misclassi-fication,
Before these probabilities of misclassification are discussed

it' is useful to introduce the following notat,ion:
(i) classification regions correspond.ing to nr and rz

populations are defined as Rl, R2 when parameters are known

and Ê1, R2 when paramet.ers are unknown,

hence estimat.ed from samples.
As usual Rl, R2 , âr, R2 satisfy the cond.itions that

RI U R2 = R, Rf f-l RZ = ó

RI U R2 = R, Rf l'ì R2 = ö ,

(ii) The distributions corresponding to populations III

and nZ are defined as

f!, f2 when the parameters are known

ê.I, f 2 when the parameters are est.imated.

(iii) Lz = (!-r v2)'r-1{ut Lù is the Mahalanobis d.isrance
squared.

^2 
= (*., ir)'g-1 {i., - ;) is the est.imated Mahalanobis-r -¿- '--!_ _¿,

distance squared.

This notation,and the notation used in defining probabilities
of misclassification in the remaining part, of this gþanr-ar
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follows that of Lachenbruch I3Ol.
a) Opti¡num Probab'i.,1ity of Misclassification

Thís probability of misclassification is said to
optimum in that we cannot improve upon it and. assumes

paramet.ers of the distributions in the two populat,ions

The tot.al optimum probabiliÈy of misclassification is

be

Èhe

known.

defined

(2.1)

o.Þ

lr
o lR, rl - nrj rr (x) dI + n rl rr (ä) dx

R2 *1

where the first argument R refers t,o t,he

classif,ication and the second argument f
tribution of the observations that wil1 be

refers to the a priori probability that an

from ni, i = Lr2.

In the univariate situat.ion, when the

X in [1, II2 are normal, that Ís

entire region of

refers to the d.is-

classified; pi
observation comes

distributions of

(2.2)

in

'ln

[1

n2 J-5

- N(ur,l)

- N ( v2,L)

and the classificat,ion regions are as follows:

Rt: {x; x t + (ul * v2)t' -2

R2, ix; x'+ (ul + u2)Ì
2

Êhe optimum probabirity of miscrassification when an

from [1 is misclassified is given by

observation
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driR,fl = | frt-x)d.x = I o(| ol = o(-¿ ,*,
A.
i) (2.3)

n iq miq-"2where ô -
classified

The total

P^=1-¿

The

æ<tt

-
ot. order

v2

$¡e

u1 > 0. blhen an observation from

have

o2lR,fl = l tr(x)d.x = o(- å).- j*,-

probability of mj-sclassif icat,ion

P1 is given bY

(2 .4)

when pl and=l
2

I

slR,fl - ! I rr(x)dx +
, ,*,

1f
I
I¿ JR.

I

f2(x)dx

=lot-år *Trr-år

= o(- 9),
2

- E -i
fu (x) = (2r) 2lrl zexP{-

J_
rr -(x - u-:)Ì_J

j = L,Z. (2"6)

(2.5)

SeCransk and okamato [SS1 have given similar results on

this probabí1ity of misclassification when the variance in the

two populations [1, Iî.2 is given by o2 -

Let I in [1 and. Il,Z have the density functions

l'(* - u.))-aJ

parameters u.i and I satisfy the conditions
)

< @ and X is a positive definite symmetric matrix

p. The opt,imum probabilities of misclassification
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based on the classi-fication reqions

RIt {x¡ o(x; F-1,p2;r) = Iå - å,O,

R2t {x; D(x; !-1,jl2;x) = tI - 
å,*r_

> 0Ì

< 0Ì

are given by

see Hills

When p-1
is given

Results in equations (2.9) , (2.9)

probabi-lity of misclassif ication
function of A. As A + -, this
One would expect thisras large A

are wide apart.

b)

(2.8)

(2.e)

[58], for example.

of misclassification

(2.10)

and (2.10) show that the

is a monotone d.ecreasing

probability t.ends to zero.

implies that the populations

orln,fJ = o(- {t ,
¿

crlR,fj = ot- $l

[18], Lachenbruch tZAl and. Sorum
1= p2 = , the optimum probability

by

s[R,f] = o(- a).
2

The condi-tional probability of misclassification is usually
calculated when a sample discriminant function is involved. i-n

the classification rule. Given a d.i-scriminant function the
probability can be described as the cond.it,ional probability
that a randomly chosen member of [; (j. = L,2) is misa11ocat,ed..

ConditionaL Probability of Misclassification
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rt is condiÈional on the observation coming from one of ['
¿

or [., and also conditional on estimates of the means of the¿

distribution in [1 and n2. The total conditional probability
of misclassificat.ion is defined. as

f"(x)dx (2.11)

This probability of misclassification is sometimes cal1ed the
actual probability of mísclassification (see Hirls tlgl and

Moran 144J, for example). rn the univariate sit,uation, when

the distributions of x in fr., , IIî are normal, that ist_¿

X in nl is - N( rr,ol) ,

x in ri^ is - ^-'l 2'
, tn\lr¡to2) |

and the classifícat,ion regions are

I

o[R,f] = p, l^ fr(x)dx + p^4'R2 '
f",*,.

a art(, 3 tÃ;
J

and

D . fv.¡\Ã. L/L,
¿

ir) and
'1 .-x<i(x-+

-¿ I

x- > 1^]
l-- ¿

x > r(x' +
2-

i^ ) and.
¿ *.2 or if x

-:e¿Xr Of l-f X >ñ- (X1 f Xo)¿¿I¿'

Llu .! ; \
-\ôr 

| ôa/
2L¿

(2.12)

x-(x^I¿

x->x^
I- ¿

(2"13)

x1
I

and *l

has obtained

in this case

(t
I

o., [â,tJ = |
I

\o

>*nj ,

John Lzll
f icat,ion

the conditional probabiiities of misclassi-
to be:

-'ì r+1,-
Q lor t*(x, * x.) - u, Ìl ifr-¿t¿L

¡ tr L t-
I o- t=(x_I¿I if
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d IR,fj
2

¿¡ ^1
r^'t¡IrJ
Iv^ L-\4t¿2 r-

I
in [l

uce to

fr tu,
I=l 

1

e t;(11

Í.
¿

L

rr-
lo Iä("r

=t

I
Itu, -

+ x2) - u2Ìl ç Xo
4

, *.2

(2.ls)

>l^
¿

al.
¿ (2.J.6)

@r;irlt;, + *r) - ,zl ir r, , i2

)2
rf 1¿! (J a U â J-I¿

classification red

a, IRrf]
I

o^ [n,e ]
¿

(2.]-4)

and Í2, the probabilities of mis-

1-

å("r + xr) J

+ i.r) - url

^1

1T 't¿--1
L

+ *.) - ,zJ

lr;.' + r?)l
¿L

if ;,
I_

(see Hills [18], for example) . Tn the multivariate situation,
when å in [1, nZ has density functions as gj-ven in
equation (2.6) and the classificat.ion regions Ê.,, Ê.^ are-L'¿
given by

R:
1

¿

0]
-¿

(2.L7)

the condit.ional probability of miscrassification when an

observation from II.l is misallocated is given by



d, iÊ.,f] = oI
J-

.t _1
-lr, S -. [x., - xo )

-1 -_i! :l'

jt
(2.18)

John l2ll discusses the conditional probability of misclassifi-
cation under various assumpt.ions about Ll, L2 and. x in the

multivarj-ate normal situation. Details are given in a later
section.

c) EsÈimated. Probability of Misclassificatíon
The Estimated Probability of Misclassification is some-

t.imes referred to as t,he"plug-in esÈimate"since the maximum

likelihood estimates of the parameters are usualry plugged. in
the di-scriminant function before classificat,ion. This method

is suggested by Fisher tI:1. The total estimated probability
of misclassification is defined as

o ta,il = (x) dx + (2.re)

* åtlt
Lz)

t:pzj 
*r 

r2
I^

V- l^ I-- tf I,r(A
¿

fn the univariate situation when the distributions of

[1, nZ are normal,that is

I t'ì IS

IN

l_n

it,
l-

II^ l-s

- N (u1,1)

- N ( v2,L)

and the regions of classification are as

(2.L2),then the estimated probabilities

are given by

given in equation

of misclassification

o, tn,Êl = 1
t- L- + tôll ,.'å t6 ll = o (2.20)
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^ rÞ €1 Ã rs)LL\tL:l YI- ),

where ô - G, - ;1) (see Hitls Ilgj
multivariate situation, \^¡hen I in
functions as given in equaÈ,ion (2.6)

regions are given in equation (2.I7)
of misclassification are given by

^ fÞ t1 Âs1L¡\r¿J Y

a^[R,f] = o
¿

(2.2L)

, for example). fn the

nI and t|z has d.ensity

and the classificat,ion

, the estimated probabilities

(2.22)

(2.23)

for example).

of misclassification when

given in equation (2.6)

(2.24)

1^r t^ltôl
2 t:l

î
\- -/2

\- ;/¿

(see

the

and

Hi1ls t1S1 and Lachenbruch [30],
The total estimated. probability

distribut,ions in Tr - TT -rrr ,r1' tr2 are as
1

Pr=Þ¡=;aiS-I 2

alR,fl = o(- A)
2

Lachenbruch t2gl discusses the use of a plug-in procedure to
estimate this probability and. conclud.es that,si-nce ¡2 over-
estimates L2 , o]- tnrÊ1 or o, [Ê, Ê j underestimates t.he t.rue
probability of misclassification. He further comments ( [30] , p. 32)
that the total estimated probability of misclassification is
a maximum likelihood estimate of error, it is consi-stent and
asympÈot,icaIIy ef f ic j.ent,.

d)

This probability of miscrassification is defined as the



proportion of observations in the initiar sample which are

misclassified by the sample discrj¡rinant function. It, is a

non-paranetric measure of the probability of misclassification.
ït was suggest,ed by Smith t56l in connection with the eDF.

rn general,if *r ís the proportion misclassified by the dis-
criminant funct.ion in nI and nl is the total sample size in
il1, then the apparent probability of mj-sclassification is
given by the ratio mr/nr.

e) Expected Probability of Misclassification
Most of the discussion in the literature on this probability

of misclassification has been done in the light. of Actual,
Estimated and Apparent error rates. Mention can be made of

John l2l-l, Sorum t59l and Moran t44l and others in this
connection. inle define this probability as the expected

value of the conditj-onal probabilitli of misclassification

which we have discussed in section (b) of t.his chapter. It is
sometimes called the unconditional probability of misclassification.

The total expected probability of misclassification is defined

AS

EIc¿(R,f)] = fI(I)dx + f , (x) dxl (2.25)_tElp. I-- | /

-t

I
Va I
-/l^

I

over all samples of sizes

V'ihen the distributions

nZ f rom IT 1 and II2 respectively .

III and nZ of the random

2

1,
I

in

R

n

variable ã are given by the density functions as given in

equation (2.6), John l2fl gives expressions for the expect,ed

probability of misclassification and its approximations using
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the W discri¡ninant function as the classification st,atistic.
John's result is that

Elcrt[R,f)J = fr{w1lW2 > (r al/Q + o1)} Q.26)

where wl, w2 are distributed as noncentral chi-square with
p degrees of freedom and noncent,rality parameters given by

À1 ={2 (1 + p1) }-1 nln2 t (n, + nù-4 *

- (., + n2 +  nrnr)-"Jz L2 ,
(2.27 )

^2 = {e (r or) }-1 n"nzt (nr + nr)'"*

+ (nl + nz + nnrnr)-112 L2 ,

respectively and

ol = 6, nr) [ (n, * nz) (n, + n2 + 4*1^2)J-2

(2.28)

In the univariat.e situation, John l2LJ consid.ers the

expect.at.ion of the actual probability of misclassificat,ion when

an observation from [l is miscrassified and t,he univariate
analogue of the w discriminant function is used. The d.is-

tributions of X in itl and n 2 are given by

x -N(ul, "2rl

ano.

X - î\ï 1,, ^2,.*4tr2, uZl I

respectively. we note that,ralthough the I^I funcÈion assumes

the variances in nl, If.Z to be the same, in finding the
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expectat.ions of tLr-e probability this assumption is dropped..

The classification regions are as those given in equation (2.12).
since a wrong assignment of an observation from II.l

corresponds to two events

;1 .*2 and *,å(ir+Ç.r)

(2 .2e)

lrrÍ2 and. x:|t"r+ir)

John t21l establishes that

rlere

and

¡[dl(n,r)] = G(.11,arrio) + c(ar2,arrio). (2.30)

.1r = -,";t'í + rrtoll o, - ul) = ur2, (2.31)

u2L=Ir"l,+å,"it"l *nrr"l)t-V tu., u1)= -u22,

(2 .32)

o = |r"ri"f + 'lto 3r-, ,"1" * f r"rt"f + ^)',3) l-4
l^A^

- 
| t 

-t 
/(nr-o j nr- o)) (z .33)

rh ¡kc (h, k; p ) = 
.J__.J -_n 

[u,v; p ] dudv e.34)

where 9[urv;p] is the standard bivariate normal densitv
function with correlation coefficient o.

Furtherrwhen p=o,
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Eldl(R,f)l = 0(urr)o[arr) + oca12)a(azz), (2.35)

In section (2.2) an alternative proof of (2.30) is given using

characteristic functions .

John 122) gives more resúIts on the expectations of the

probability of misclassification when the statistics R and.

Z are used as classif icat.ion st.atistics and the covariance

matrix is unknown.

Hills [18] shows that the expect,ati-on of or[â,f J ,

a., [nrî] and m.,/î,r when the distributions of X i¡ ïT TTI' ¿ ¿ ¿¿¿ ¡rlt "2

are univariate normal, that is

X - N(u1,1) 'tn

in

[1

and

X

are given by

N (ur,1)

EIdl{Ê,t)1= Õ(-a) + @(-b) - 2c(u,b,e1) \¿. JO )

(2 .37 )

(2.38)

EIcrt(A,f¡1 = O(-a) + 0(-b) - 2G(a,b,o1)
m

E t*l = o(-c) + o(-b) 2G(a-lr.n-l
...1 t ' : \ Yt av \s'N 

'vzl

where in equati-ons (2.36), (2.37), (2.38) the notat.ion given

in equat,ion (2.34) is used, and

6,2(1 + h)4 , þ =
1e.-T 1

,

1,1 r
n'rl n2'

Fi r [h(1 + Ð)4

L 1 ...6/¡''t c = i u/tt * h L/nr)
(2 .3e)

(2.40)
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h=å(h+ll ,t=v2 u1 >0.

(2.4t)

(2.42)

E Io (R, f ) ] and E lml /ntl. By

)'

h

É +h-r nI

where W5 and. Vü6 are independent noncentral

with p degrees of freedom and noncentrality
À6 given by

^5 
= lz(L + o3)J-1 n1n2{(nr+ nù-\

(n1 + n2 4n1n2'l-4¡2 o2 ,

e[o(n,Ê)] = Pr,þ ' 
t - P3

''wã' r ir

À6 = [2 (1 or) l -r nrnr{

h1 * nZ Anrnr)

(2.44)

chi-squares

parameters 
^5,

(2 .45)

(*t + nr)

-'rj2 o2

-,
T

rl
t LL r -2-3 '1 + h'

and

ext,ended these results to

a similar method he has given

(2.43)

Moran 1447 proves the result given by John in equation

(2.26) since John gives noexplicif iustification of the result
alt,hough he indicates that a proof can be constructed using

results contained in an earlier paper (John [ZO] l. Moran has

and

(2.46)
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o3 = -CnI * n2) LCrr, + f,z + +nrn)-\ (2 .47 )

are independent noncentral chisquares with

freedom and noncentrality parameters given by

In the case of the apparent probability of misclassification

the result is qiven by

fllw"1a2
E.i,..l- = er(f > #) (2.48)

L "4 ¿ T P2

where W3,

p degrees

w/
=

of

À3 =_[2(1 + o)l-L

(nI 3n2

À,f = l2(L pr)l-1
=-L-

n'n2{ (n, + n¡-\

+ 4nunrl-1¡2 
't2 

,

.1r2{ (n, + n)'4 +.

(2.4e)

(nt 3nz + 4nrnr¡-412 o2 (2.s0)

and

a2= -(nI * nztL{n, 3nz + +nrn)-4 (2. s1)

Moran does not evaluate expressions when X is unknown

and hence estimated by S; he has stated that t,he probability

can be expressed in t,erms of the cumulative distribution of

the ratio of two depend.ent Hotelling' s '12 statistics.

2.2 Expected Probability of Misclassification: Characteristic
Function Approach

We present an alternative proof of the result given i-n

equation (2.30). The proof, which seems to be more elegant,

is achieved by use of the characterist.ic function.
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since a wrong assignment of an observation from II-

correspond.s to tlre events

or

x- < .1^ and x r n'* n'
r¿-z

l, + ;^ (2 '52)
f,;'*^andx<L¿1- ¿ - 2 t

the expected probability of misclassification is given by

elarcâ,Êl] = pr{Í1 < *.2 and. * , i, I ir¡* 
errl} +

pr{*t > 7.2 and X ' "t 1 
*, lx erll}

¿

= rt{*z *1 > 0 and x - "t; "r , olx e rrr}

+ pr{Íe lr < o and x - 
*tf *t 

s o lx err, }.¿I'¿'r-1

(2.s3)

The joinr disrriburion of -xz xr ana x ry is
required for the determination of this probability. This can

be done by use of the charact.eristic function.
Since X in [1 has a ¡,1(ul ,o'r) , the characteristic

functj-on of X is given by

rrr l!) = expf u,it 1 2 2'
'x. -c,r iotE-l (2.54)

Similarily the characteristic functions (c.f.) of ;. is given
J

by



"R

r- n.
qr". (.t) = {,t,* frt I :^j

= exP[P.it

u=lr-;r

v=x-å,0, +î.r)

,t, ls ! \tuvtwytert -

t;rrJ- L,2 . t2.55 )
I
2

_ ¿,¿
J

-1i-J

IJg L

then the joint characteristic function of
by

and V

(2.s6)

is given

Since

From equations

x, il, R' are

,t, lL ¡ \ 
-YtnZ\L1 ¡Ln./ -vy 4 ¿

independent, this reduces to

it,u + it^v
E[e t t 

]

n ¡.itr 
(;z ir) + it2 lx

it
/i{- 2 -

E[e(at1 
- -27)"2 + (-itt

EIexp({it, - !-ror¡1
E Iexp (ir2x) ]

¿L^

*;, ,., - f) *or(-.,

å(*1 + xr)l_-l
i+'

- él ", + LL2x

it"
E fexp ( { -it, - --tx') ]

t
1¿.\ ¡, l+ I

T' Yx\v2t '

(2 .57 )

(2.s8)

12.s4

(+ ! \\ ul t L1l
I¿

2ñ
I Z ',_ _lc]
¿ n^ r"z )ñ':t "1

¿_It.
:: 

-(-E,
Z '].tt I

and 2.551, we have

= exp[uri(t, -],
t^

. expluri(-t, - ,tl

. exp Iu 1it., o ,2 trz ]

åtz12,
T'I

+-2tz-t
T'J

(2.se)

ú
UV
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Collectj-ng terms involving tl, EZ, tr' , tr' and. LLtrz 
z

ir
ú* (trtr) = exp [(u, ur)it, + (ul u)-]

r2 *2 -2"1 (=L * ",2 
)2 'nr nz

8"2 " o.2 or2 t.,t" o.2 o^2
- 

¿ (n t + L+ .3\ - 
L ¿t l_ - z t't

Z '- L 4nr 4n2, 2 .rr1 ,,2

(2 .60)

'ln.r_s shows that.

('\

t/" BVN

/

u

u

2rc

f2

/(+.
I 't o't2

'\;'"'

n2
¿\

-t
tt2

ot2
j-l

I"2

d¿

1r-1
Ft-¿'nL

tZ(o1 -i-

^2¿\
rL2 '

or2
:+
4tl

uv .ì

f

ov

Urz

ov-

-)l
The expected probability of misclassification

evaluated d.irectly from (2.6I) , as

elal {Ê..t¡1 = erlu ;, or v r oJ + Prlu 4 or

By standardízíng U and V

(2 .6L)

can be

V. OJ .

(2 .62)

glct(nrr)] = Prru=- uo t - 
fu v - uv--'or, %'4:'

ÌT ' \Z-- Ft.t *u " *v
rñfg1 rrr---?-- r - o , T--u "u "v

u.. u
=W{2.,, --, z) t-=Jl+

"u - vv

u,, þ-,tu{Z.,<-j,2).-*}
rruarv

= G{ar, ,a2yìo} + G{ a12,a22)o} \¿.oJ)
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where
ZI = (U-uu) /ou, Z2 = (V-uv) /ov,

êrr=-þ= fuz ur)(*l1or2 *n;L
u

ãz! = þ = Tft, ur) (or2 + |t,.;t",v

and the correlation coef,ficient, is given by

o =ltrllor2 + r]tor'l'\lor' + å"it",
-12-r2,- (nl ol n2 o2 )

c -Þ"^ -\"2 t

2. -1+nd'"2 "2

= -u!2'

2a r-1 = -ârt *22

(2.64)

-1 2. -Ð,n2 o2 I
21'rT

(2 .64)

Equation (2.63) is given in equations (19), (20), (21) of
John tzl-l . A similar expression is obtained. for Ela2(nrf)l .

An extension of this result is presented in secÈion 4.6 when

we consid.er the expected. probabilit,y of misclassificat,ion in
the Edgeworth Serj-es distribution IESD].

2.3 Distribution Theory of Probabirities of Mi sclassification
The distribution theory of the probabilities of misclassi-

fÍcation has proved difficult due to the complicated nature of
Èhe forms of the probabilit,ies themserves. some results are

available in John -tzrJ-, Hills "[ 18]_ and i"Icl,achlan I 401" , among

others.

consider the univariate normal sit.uat,ion when x in nl
ôj-s distributed as l{ (ul ,o L' ) and x in Ir,2 is distributed

.)
as N(ur,o"o) and the classification regions are as given inL' ¿

equation (2.L2) . The distribution function of the conditional
probability of misclassification (see equation(2.L3)) is
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given by John [21] as

Pr{o1(n,f¡ < z} = e (hft,h21; o) + G (h12 ,h22ia)

where hll = .(u2

hZl = al2o1 0

h--22 alZo 2 0

.-1 2(tr lr
f .-1^ 2
1"1I¿

-1-(z) + ut v2),

+ --1^ 2r-1, "2 "2 t ,

+ nit o r'l-' l'jL o,

12ø -(z) + ôl ,

pa-r e) ô l

',LI

t"k)

î!2,

+ vz u11,

(2.6s)

(2.66)

(2 .67 )

John¡s result assumes the variances in the two populations

t,o be different although the discriminant function used is
derived under conditions of egual variances in the two

populations.

Hills [18] obtains the distribution of the estimated.

probabilit,y of misclassification by use of the same classification
regions as those used by John. His result is that

Pr{crr [*,Ê] . z] = o(h21) + o(hzz)

where

h"21

"22

_1
2trx

_1
26,

¡\ = n - rl2 'L "]

(2.68a)
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|=lr1-*Ll" 4'r1 n2

otõI (z)l= z, (o < z < l)
(2.68b)

Hills assumes t.hat the distríbution of X in II, is
N(uI,1) and that of X in nZ is N(ur,1).

fn the multivariate normal situation when the probability
density functions of å in [1, frz are gj-ven by equation (2.6),

John l2ll obtains the distribution of the conditional probability
of misclassification using the classification regions given in
equat,ion (2.L7). The d.istributions are .given under different
assumptions about [I, vZ and X in [I, II2. The basic

results are summarized below:

Unknown
Parameters

Probability of
Misclassif icati-on

Distribution

Pr{ortnrfl < z} = Pr{4nry2 ,
-] ) 14n.[o -(z)]'],(o < z. *)¿--¿

where v = lrt"^-u,)i-I r*^ u-)'l%r 2' -¿ -¿ -2 å1" 
3

')An^v- is a noncentral chi-scr¡ro"'2r v¡¡¿ g.\asq! v

variable with p degrees of

freedom and noncentrality parameter
')equal to nrL'/2. The distrib-

ution trrrr.i,ion is a monotonic

function of A and therefore

can be said. to lie between

certain bounds provided the

upper and. lower l-imits of A

are known.
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Unknown Probability of Distribution
Parameters Mi-sclassif icat,ion

orlR,fl

Ilt rl'1.-r -¿
cr, IR,f J

o, [â, r]

!-1rv2tz et lfr',tJ

The exact distribution of
.i -ld2 [Rrf] is complicated. The

asymptotic distribution is
given by Pr{artn,fl . z} :

ørznlj(o-1(") * | olt.

The exact distribution of

a, [R,fJ is complicated.

The asymptotic distribution
is given by Pr{erln,fl . zi 1

-1 -r -r^ -1 lÕf2(n'* + r.*) -"{o -(z) +' ^}ì¿ ¿ , L: \ut 2 -¡t.

Not considered.

The exact distribution of o., tñ,f l is

complj-cated. The asymptoti-c distri-

bution of o., [ñ, f ] is Pr{ o., [ñ, f].2]J_- l_

-l -r -, -'r l: o(21n"- + n^-l 'lo -(z\ + * irll--.-r--1 --2 J L¡ \e/ ' 2 "tt.

Not considered.^ iD €'ls2 L¡\r!J

Mclachlan t40l finds the asymptotic distribution of the

conditional probability of misclassification as given by

equation (2.18). aslzmptotic expansion for the distribution
function of o., [ñ,f] is found by an expansion of the characterj-sLic
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function by the okamato [46,47] technuque" ]{cl,achlan finds that
.:a., [R,fJ is asymptotically normal if the terms of second and

-l -1 -'thigher order with respect to lnl ,nrl(n, + n2 2) -] are

ignored.

2.4 Asymptotic Expansion of the Probabilities of Misclassi-

cation

Asymptot,ic expansion of the probability of misclassification

using the W and Z classification statistics has received

wide at^tention. In this connection one can refer to Okamato

146, 471, Memon and Okamato 142), Anderson [3,4], Mclach1an

137, 381 . Some of the basic results of interest are stated

here when the parameters of the distribution in [1 and 12

are unknown and are estimated from samples.

By use of the characteristic function Okamato 146, 47)

obtains an asymptotic expansion of the distribution of the

VV statistic. From the asymptotic expansion of the distribution

of the W statistic he obtains the asymptotic expansion of

the probabilities of misclassification as functions of L '
ûr, r'rî and p. The expansion is up to terms of the order

I¿

-) -) -'t -1 -1 -tn n ln ln-n) and n - where11 'n2 ' tnrnr) r (nln) / s

rr = .1 * n2 2. The probabilities of misclassification are

gíven by

Pr[W . olx e ]IrJ
]ah"11 "22

---2ttL nz

¡$as^eâAT I ¿ J
= \;¡- 

- T 
- 

TE \ .)t4 lLj Iì1 nI¿
h--l )
rì rì"L"2

hhh"13 , "23 -33 ¡ ^n-n n-n 2 -3'^1" "2" n
(2.6e)
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PrlI^7 t 0lå e ILr) = o ^ 
*l

, 
q\

'2t'rI^
¿

|t. f

-)+-
¡¡1

I

,IJ
hl,ì

¿

-?-r-r
n

h
¿¿

--tI

h"33

-t

21n

"l'l

- 

+
2n2

h-L2

"t'.,
(2 .7 0)

where a's and b's are expressi-ons involving the parameÈers

of the two populations.

Using the technique of Okamato 146), Memon and Okamato

[42), obtain asymptotic expansion of the probabilities of
misclassificat,ion when the statistic z ís used. Their
expansion is up to third order with resoect to rrrll.rr]1..r-11\¿¡1 ,tt2 r¡¡ I

and the probabilities of misclassification are given by

PrlZ > 0liI-l =I fr

-23
n2n -

PrlZ. OluZl = o(-

^r A, tl u2 u3 btrvr-ãr.\*i* ñ-*+"
hh

_:13_-33 r fr-ilï -T-u3
IN

btz
t1*2

h-)?
nll

I

*'l
+-+

¡¡ 
¿̂

h 'r5
n2n

h-22

-+

2t.
¡¡ l

.L

n
J

n*22

--n ¿̂

(2.7r)

"] 1

2nz

(2.72)

-?
n

h
"??
......_T

¿ñ

where a's and bts are expressi-ons involving the parameters

of the two populations. Exact forms can be found in equations
(3.7), (3.8) of Memon and Okamato t421.

Anderson 13,41 obtains an asymptotic expansion of the
distribution of the 'studentized w statistic', where the

student,ized w statistic is defined as w less the estimate

of its limiÈing mean divided by the estimate of its limiting
standard deviation. Andersonrs expansion is a Tavlor series
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expansion. The asymptotic probabilities of mj-sclassification
are given by

w-+Âpr¡. -_z - < u} = o(u) * I o(u)tpr-l (r + k)ar4 nL'z ¡¡ 
a-z

(p - f * fl" - å "tl * o(n-2), (2.73)

when E(X) = ul. Interchanging rI, n2 gives

w-|Â r ^-r 1w{:L < v} = o(v) - + O(v)tÇå (r * *l +
Lt, n 'AZ K

(p - å. h," * f .'3t * o(r,-2) (2.74)
when E(X) = vZ.
rn (2.73 ) and (2.7 4 ) k = limit of nz/nl when both 11, n2

tend to infinity

For the W statistic, McI,achlan t40l obtains an asymptotic
î

expansion of Eto(- åll over the joint sampling dist.ribution
of 8., , i" and S. The expansion is given by

-J -¿

î
E[0 (- ?] = ßo * ß1 + ß3 + 03 Q.75)

In equation (2.75) we have used the notation * = 11 + n2 2 ,

ßo = øl-L/21 
'

b,b^b
ßr = ri . ú. å, e.76)

n -- 
btt , br2 btz bl¡ bzg bg¡

Þ^----T-T--r:t n., n) *1t2 *lt nzn n'

and 0¡ are terms of third order with respect to (rit, n;',n-1).
The expressions for bi, Orj are given by
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bl = bz = G/L6) tt - 4 (P:t), 
,

b¡ = (ng/32) tA2 4 (2p+1) I ,

br1 = bzz=Iov

= (g/]024) l^ (n2-qt2p+rl ) +

qfÐ {,(p-1) + ap-11 ,
4

bl¡ = b23 = @/roz+) to5 4 (3p+7)¡3 + ta(2p2 + Bp + 5)¡

_ 64 (p-J) (2p+1), 
,

b:¡ = (tg/r2,2Bg) t3A6 - 4 (12p+gs) o4 * L6 (L2p2 + 72p + lt) o2

rg2(r2p2 + 12p + 1)l ,

and g = (2n¡'', exp ( -n2 /g)

Mclachlan's results conf i_rm Èhe werl known resur_t that
o t- Ã/zl gives too favourable an estimate of the true
probability of misclassification. .Mclach1an 

t37l also determines
expressions for the asymptotic variances of the conditional
probabilities of misclassification.

siotani t5+1 extends the asymptotic expansions of the
probabilities of miscrassification when the statistics w and
z are used for classification purposes to more terms. He ar_so
compares the performance of the two procedures.
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CHAPTER 3

DTSCRTMINATTON FOR NON-NORMAL DISTRIBUTTONS :

JOTTNSON ' S SYSTEM OF FREQUENCY CURVES

3.1 rntroduclig4: Robustness of the Linear Discriminant
Function (LDF)

The Linear Discriminant Function is used as an assignment

rule under the following assumptions:

(i) The density functions of observations from ili (i = I,Z)
are multivariate normal; [1: Nn (uy X ) , n2, Nn (U, , x ) .

(ii) The variance covariance matríx in [r is the same

as that in n2.

(iii) The a priori probabilities, pi(i = 1,2) of an

observation coming from IIi (i = L,2) respectivery, are known.

(iv) The parameters of the density functions in (i),
namely Ll , ]L2, X are known .

rf the above four assumptions hold. the LDF gives t,he optimal
assi-gnment rule in that we cannot improve upon it and the errors
of miscrassification are minimized. However it would be of
concern to determine the effects on the procedures using LDF

when some or all of t.he above assumptions d.o not hord.. A study
of this type is referred to as the robustness study.

rf the parameters al, ]Lz, x are unknown they are usually
estimated from samples. Two problems may however arise at the
estimation st,age, (a) we may have missing values in the data

and (b) the initial sampre may not be properly assi-gned due

to clerical errors or inaccuracy in the initial assionmenr -
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Lachenbruch t28l has studied the effects on the errors of
misclassification due to initiar miscrassi_fication, when the
assignment rule is based on the I^I criterion. Two assumpt.ions

are made in Lachenbruch's studyrnamely (i) the observations
are randomly misclassified and (ii) each observation has the
same chance of initiaL misclassification. He considers a

proportion 9., of nr observations from lir that belong to
f2 and a proportion e2 of n2 observations from n2 that
belong to II I .

He shows that,when sample sizes are large the coefficients
of the discrj-minant function based on misclassified samples
differ from the true coefficients by a constant multiple. He

also shows that if ql = e2 the opt,imum errors of misclassi-
fication are unaffected.; in particular if the total proportion
misclassified is not large and ù,he same in both poÞulations then
there is no increase in the probability of misclassification.
when sampre ,sizes are small Lachenbruch conducts sampling
experiments. He computes the cond.itional probability of mis-
crassification. His conclusions from the sampring study are
that the large sampre results hold. to a good approximation.

McI,achlan t3e1 obtains the asymptotic expansion of the
expected error under the condition that 91= O. His expansion
has an error term of second order wiÈh respect to trit, n;r,
(tl + n2 Z)-II . under the assumptions simj-lar to Lachenbruch,s
he concLudes from his stud.y that t.he results obLained. by

Lachenbruch for large sampre sizes are valid. in most cases.



Lachenbruch l29l , states that the assumptions used by

Lachenbruch and l4clachran in their previous studies are

unrealistic. He decides therefore to study the effects of mis-
classification under what he caI1s, hopefully,realistic mod.eIs.

The two moders are caIled (i) the complete separation model

and (ii) a generalization of the complete separation moder.

He conducts sampling experiment,s and concrudes from the

experiment.al results that the LDF is only slight,Iy affected. by

initial misclassification of the samples in the non-random

manner

If the a priori probabilities are unknown,Lachenbruch [30,
p. 401 states t.hat, these are usually estimated from a sample

if the sample is taken from the whore population rather than

two separate samples taken from two subgrouos. otherwise a

minimax approach to the problem is adopted.

when the assumption of equar covariance matrices in the
two populations does not hold, then the optimal classification
rule is based on the QDF. Gilbert t16l studies the effect of
using the QDF rule when the variance matrix Xl = I (unit
matrix) and EZ = dI, where d is a constant,. The performance

of the QDF rule instead of the LDF rule is studied. by varying
values of d, L2 and. p1 (a priori probability of an obser-

vation coming from nr). she assumes the parameters known and

hence compä.res t.he performances of the two rules using the

optimum error rate. The conclusions of Gilbert are that if
d is far from unity the LDF is pooïer than the eDF while,
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when L¿ is large, the QDF and LDF behave similarily.
Marks and Dunn t35l generalize Gilbert's work. They

compare the effect of the w criterion, BLDF and eDF rules
on errors of misclassj-fication. In their case the parameters

of the distributions are assumed unknown. They conduct

sampling experiments which indicate that, for large sample sizes

from the normal distributíon, t.he eDF is better than the LDF.

For smaLl sample sizes the eDF is poorer than the LDF. Their
conclusions are based on the aslzmptot.ic ratios of the errors
of misclassificati-on.

Lachenbruch, sneeringer and Revo t32l study the robustness

of the LDF and QDF with respect to certain types of non-normality.
They consider Johnson's system of distributions which are trans-
formable to normality. They consider three members of this
family:

(i) S-: Log normal transformatj-on y.: = log(x., ), 0 < xi < æL - x.
(ii) So: Logit normal transformation y. = loq ' r

u rJugrL ¡rerlud.r rransrormaE____ r i (I_X] , , U<X. <I

(iii) S.-: Inverse hyperbolic sine normal transfor*rliortu
a

Yi = sinh (x1), -@ . *i ( ø.

In each case yi are normally distributed.
On the assumptions that the two populations have different

means and the covariance matrix of Y cor::esponding to the X is the

identity matrix, sampling studi.es are conducted. in order to examine

the behaviour of the errors of misclassificat,ion. Thelz find
that the total error of misclassificat,ion is greatly increased

as are individual errors distorted for all transformat,ions in



the case of the LÐF. The errors are smallest in the case of
the Logit normal transformation. The errors are estimated

by the resubstitution and Leave-one-out methods ivhich are

consj-dered by Lachenbruch and Mickey t3f 1 . Approximate

minimax rules are investigated because of the distortion in
the errors and are found to reduce the errors of misclassification
--^ ^ ! 1 --vreclury.

Because of the non-linear transformations, the Xts do

not, have the same covariance matrices in the two populations.

They investigate the performance of the eDF and find that it
performs poorly. Some theoretj-cal results are also obtained.

Our study is based on the three transformations considered

by Lachenbruch, sneeringer and Revo. we study the univariate
analogue of the three distributions. Before we present the
details of our investigation we give a general result in
secÈion 3.2. Ì¡fe then discuss each of the S-, S- and S,,

distributions under the headings

(i) Distribution Theory and Ru1es,

(ii) Distribution of the Conditional probabilitv of
misclassification ,

(iii) Unconditional probability of misclassification.
Before proceeding to examine specific cases, it is of

imporLance to recall the rules of classification as welr as

the associated errors of miscl-assification, assuming normality.
Let X be an observation from [1 or frZ and. the density

function of X in IIt given by
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f f .r¿l =

and for I, : f,

classify X as belonging to [l if X

II^ if X¿-

æ<x<ø

urhile that of in n2 is given by

f (x) = rcf;zrl-h exp [- (x vr)2/zof;],- @ < x ( æ.

(3 .2)

The parameters þ1, rZ, o* satisfy the.cond.itions

-æ<U1rU2<æando*>0.
The classification rule based on the .W discriminant function

may be written as follows: For xl . VZ

classify X as belonging to iT1 if X

II. if x¿-

(3.1)

(3.3)

)

t

)

(3.4)

where ir, 7.2 are sample estimates of uI, v2 respectively.
Two distinct probabilities of misclassification are

relevant here, the conditional (on xr, lr) probabilì-ty
of misclassification and the uncond.itional probability of
misclassification. Define er, (x'ir) to be the conditional
probability of assigning an individual from III to It2 and

I.,+;.¿z

--;"+;^
I¿
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e21 (x1,;2 ) to be the

an individual from n2

e,^(x.rx^) =L¿LZ

and

and

nlezr (Ir ,ç.)l =

conditional probabilít.y
f -l ll 'l'hôñ

l

I, +I^ ,

Prix a#lI'i' xe

i, +I^ ,
| / l-Prtx 1-z-l*t'*2, xe

of assigning

iT, Ìwhen

II, iwhen

<x
¿̂

ti^
¿

(3.s)

;1

xa
I

x. *x^ r

e21 (Ir,ç2 ) = Pr {x . #li'I' Xe ]I.]when i, . ;^
¿L¿

*1r*2, Xe II, Ìwhen x, >x
¿̂

(3.6)
.i^
rÞ I

of

(3.7)

+ îì . olxe nzJ

1 + î;, olxe rzj

(3.8)

= Pr{X

The unconditional probability of mj-sclassification
by def iniÈion, the expectation, with respect to Ir, -xz

the conditional probability of misclassification. It is

sometimes called the expected probabitity of misclassification.

Following the notation introduced above the expected probability

of misclassification is qiven bv

Elet2 {i'ir)J = pr{ (iz Ir) ,0,x - å,;, + 7r) ' 0lxe nr}

+ pr{

Pri (x, - x^) <
J-¿

+ pr{ (i, I^ )I¿

1-- |tir+;r). olxe nrÌ(:x2 xr) < 0rX
-L

OrX -

r 0rx-

ì

ä("r
t-
;(X
¿
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3.2 A General Result

A general result on

which is repeatedly used

here.

Let

the evaluation of

in the following

BVN probabilities

sections is developed

+ì ^-

ñ \-l"uv I t

o2 /lv / J

"r

("2
l"
\',,,,

2' xr ;' o' xr

ed as follows.
XZ Xl and

t /u"\- BVi\rl l*luvlr 
I | |I tu I

L \ v/

f-'\tt
\*, I

for any

Pr{ X

^--^1,.^!g v ct-r L¿d. t-

et {J=

/u\tt
\"1

L^

L

- BVN

constan

Ir"
Lr,

lr,L Àl

) (:l :;') l
+ XZ > I( Ì = p

17 - xz'

2o tr)
2o tr)

l-han

can

(3.e)

(3.10)

where

and

u' tl

u V

(\
u

d

2

2

1l 
- 

lln2 *1

lr -l- rl'2 *1

,2tol + o2

l¡ 2 + 6'"1 "2

2_

2
1

Therefore

oor, = (o z2 o r')



p=Pr{U¡0rV>K}

t'f rl

= Pr{
u' tl'-f,

ìL

Vu '\t

ov

K-u 'vì
o'

V

u
= Pr{ 2,

u

Where

where

!ürÍting

for

BVN

U t1\7

-=
oo11 t7

:-)] ,

12, 't 'r \

(3.L2)

[(:)(:

,¿
\o2

'2
o1

,-2tol

2, ,,, 2ol lzttol + o2

)22td ¿. r"l

-lil / tto 12 +oz

o;') / Í{ (o 12 +

2^\ to L2)

1

+ )r¡ I Ì2' --12"

o ,')'- 4o r22 
j / ol"tf'

o;') - qp2 / o1"3r r'

H, (z*zr) =

- St.andard Bivariate Normal,

HoÞr,zr) = Pr(Z, , -r!, ZZ , -22)

Z. Z^rr l¿
I I ¡(urtu2ie)durdu,
, 

-@ 
. 

-Ø

Í'l
\u, i
since

Ku tÌ
õ

Ll

,T

we haver
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p = H^* tþ, 
ut=- o, 

. (3.r3)
P "u "v

In a similar way

Pr{X, Xl ç 0, XL + XZ < K'} = p' (3.14)

is also given by

p' = Pr{U ç 0r,v < K'}

U u 1,, V - u K' - u

= D-.. ü. _ _-.I V . -- -Y-,

u ou' ,ov ov

!', K t xv,
= Pr{z, < - d, ZZ . -;;-:}

t' Kl - u

= H^*[- ], :+l , (3.1s)t"u"v

where þu, urri ou, o_, are as defined by (3.10).

3.3 Log Normal Transformation (St)

Definition: we define the random variable x to be 1og normal

if Y-.0nX isnormal, 0<X(æ.

a) Distribution Theory and. Rules

The density function of Y is given by

Y-.q,nx

the density function of X is given by

f(y) = + exp[- -l-fv u..)2], -æ < y < æ,
o/2r2ooYY Y (3.16)

The parameters uy, oy satisfying the conditions -@ . uu ( -r ov > o.

By the t,ransformation

(3.17)



f (x) = t'- exp[- -+(øn x u-,)2], o < x ( æ

xo../2n 2o _-¿ Y - '
Y Y (3.18)

we assume tha' 2E oy rs common to [I, ,2 and for

X s JI , u = u.r-yry
XrÍ2 uy=u2y

¡-11 *iz
" ---r-

then from (3.5) and (3.18) the conditional probability of mis-
classification, when an observation from Iil is misclassified,
is given by

f-l'ì-,etr(xrrxr) = 
./"ôyy

if ;1 .iz

and ru I . 1 .)-= j _ expl- -:r(rn x rr__)'ldxJo o xy'2r 2o o tl
vy

if ;I ,iZ

By the simple transformation

9n x u-¿=Ilz
oy (3'20)

b¡e obtain

êf't1,err (xyxr) = l^ " fi ""p1_ ä r.l dr ir ;r . Vz

&nÒ-u-

":v
-*Àatru

(3.1e )
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0nA-',-.."1-.ly
o
r1 .å exÞf_.tTt¿T

1
2

F ina11y

l_I xl > x^
t-/

ifx,<x¿̂z

l¡¡-JLrxr>x^ r-¿

Xì<X^
J-¿

if I,
I

¿n 6 - u,'r À r J-V'-.--T-.¡
o
v

¿n ô - ur.-
Ã f ryl* t-;--*J

.T

from (3.19) we have
x,+*^

øn ({- ¿¡ - 'J'
= I - al ¿ LY¡

Substituting for ô

e 12 
(i1 ';2 )

Note that, for

êt*-;\-v'l .) \Â1 ,ôâ /
J,1 ¿¿ if ;1 ,ïz

of

ÃfYI

v
x1+x^

ï!-z-' - urv

Following the same procedure the conditional
misclassification e21 (;1r;2) is seen to be

;., + ;^
Q.n( L ¿ I -e21(;1,;2) = ol ' 2- ' "zYl if

v

= 1 0[

x.'+xl
.cn(' , ')

¿ '2v,
"2

(3 . 21)

probability

(3 .22)

Xt[I E(X)= exp fu. +
'- l\7

-J

2. 
'oy-J = t¡'exp(ur")I

2

and for

v (x) = o (o 1) exp (2uru)
(3.23)
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X . n2 E (X) = uk exp (uey)

V (x) = o (o 1) exp (2v rr)
where or = exp(or')

since the numbering of the populations is arbitrary,
problem treated here is symmetric, and hence we consider
properties of er, {Ia,i, ) only.

Dist,ribution of the Conditional probabilit of Misclassi-

(3.24)

(5.25J

the

the

b)

fication.

From (3.21) we notice that

l"Iz(;1,x2) :rÌ iff {i.,

or
{r, , îz and ur.,ia I 

ir, . uly ooo-r{z) } ,

(3.26)

Pr{err(;1,;2) . z} = pr{(IZ ir) > o,

(xl,i-2) >2exp l-oy r-1 ( z) +uryl ] + prt (x2-f1) 10,

(xr+xr) <2exp Iuly*oy r-1 ( z) ]]
(3.27)

i2 and

-1ø -(z)

hence

Now the moment generating function (m.g.f ) of
(xl + xr) I is given by

Gz - Ír)



M(tl,t2) = Elexp{tl (x2 ir) + trti, + irllt

= E [exp{ (t, + L)ç2 + ftz rr)i, t ]

and since Ir, *.2 are ind.epend.ent

(3.28)

Although we do not know the m.g.f 's of iyi, \¡¡e approxj_-
mate these by the normaL m.g.f's using the central Limit Theorem.

We therefore write, for large nIrn2:

2
. exp Iu, (t, + tr) * |t tt, + tr)' þt

;2
+ (Lz rr)ul *ltrc, .r)t+rl (3.2e)

Here we asslllne

2

;i - N(ui, * , i=t,L
rri

where
ul = E(l) = E(x) when x , [1

2o1-=V(X) when Xr[]-

similarily

v2 = E(Ì) = E(X) when X , ilz

2o2- =V(X) when X rt2

where E(X) and V(X), when X r li or Í2, are



o¿

given in
obtain

Thus if

Èhen

where

where

equations (3.23) and. (3.24) , Simplifying (3.29) we

M(tt'tz) = exp t,',)':,;"1 + te (ur * v2) . +(# .

*+(\ .$, *"r'r,# #,;

¿

(3.30)
we writ,e

u=*z *1, v=;1*i'

/u\ I t r / 2 n \l
(; ) : BVN I f'"\ 1"" o,,\ 

I\v/ L['",l'(.",,,, ""'))'
ll = rr --u"2*11

'v "1
2

2 ol
'rr - lFs ttl

2
) ot

¿
vtl

2ol
¿

uv n2

r-t:- \*l ! \¡rl ,,

u2 = e(ir)

oa - = v(X)
¿

)o2- = v(x)

v2,
2o^,¿

ht"2
2

, o2
'-)"2

2o1

t1

= E(X)

= E(X)

when

when

when

when

Xe

Xe

¡\¿

[1'

il2'

[r,

n,2 .

also



Therefore

er{e12(;1,;2) . z} . pr{u > o, v > k} + pr{u < o,v < k,}
(3.31)

where

lç = 2exp [-o__ o-1 (z) + u. ]v | \r-¿ -J

k' = 2expluty * oy o-1(z)l

Recalling the result of equations (3.13) and (3.15). *. have

pr{er, (I'rz ) < z} = H^* tþ, 
uv - k, - u.,', k' u.'

u ,u o,, i + IÌp*[- 
\' "-r'

(3. 32 )

The parameters on the right hand side of (3.32) are given by

o2 n2
uu = p2-v\ = exp ( r2y * þl exp (þlv + Sl

= ,z{exp (uro) - exp (uru) J,

uv = .r% ¡"*p (urr) + exp (ur') J ,

Z exP (2!1.,) exp (2ir.--)
ou- = r(or 1) {-=lJ- + 

- 
zY- .

\ 
---"-

, Z exP (2ui.r) exp (2v.r.,)
ñ = '.\1,,, 1\J- rJ r ¿V \v.1 \"
o---. = o(o¡ t) {t*P 

(2uzy) 
- 

**P ("rd.,
uv -' \ nZ \--r.

The distribution function of 1, (Iyir) can be written, âs

follows
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Pr {a- -'-12 {I.,ir)

h"1I

< zj = clhtl,hrr;o*J + cth12,hrr;o*)

(3.33)
with

with

L
"2r

/r¡ texp (uz ) + exp (p1 ) - 2exp [-o
1

ø -(z) + u.
l-

exp (2rrr.,) ,-
¿Y 1\').--JJ-

"1

h="22
2exp Io -'t0 -(z) + ul I -/;texp (u2 )+exp(u1

- 7.<

J

G (zL,zr; o*)

Representing this dis

R(z) = lhztt=l fntt
) _* ) -*

= H f z o I'^n* t'1 
'')t

tribution function

hn 
^ 

(z) r-h.-zz 
I -*r (z.,,zn)

-æ J-- r ¿
dzrdz,¡ (zL,zr) dlrd.Z, + I

(3.34)

jgr given b!the probability density function of ear{Ir,ìr)



r (z)
n

f 
-'11

I

I

-h..
f,lzyÞ2, (z) f nr, (z)dz, + | ", fz.,hrrk)n)"(z)dz,I ' .I -= 

L ¿¿ ¿¿ '

(3.3s)

which is a very complicated form. Further study is proposed

for examining this probability density function.

From (3.7) or (3.8) we notice that the uncond.i_tional

probability of misclassification is usually obtained conditional
on a future observation coming from [l or Trz. we obtain
this for erz(îr,-x) by observing that a wrong assignment of
an individual from [1 corresponds to the occurrence of either
of the following two events;

c)

or

rFharafnra

x.1
l_

<;
¿

and

and

X>

X<
;"+;^

I¿-z-

n[€r2(;1,;2)] = vrt (x. x, )¿L

Pr{ (i, i, )

¡ 0r x

< 0, x

difficult to

t OlXe iI, Ì'l_

< 0lxe Ii,].J-

(3.36)

obtain directlvThe right hand side of (3.36) is
in its exact form.

The distribution of ir, î.2

X having the p.d. f . 9 (x¡ given

and X are

by

Unconditional. Probability of Misclassification

independent with
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Ig(x) = ¿ exp[-
xo /2Tr

v

1 ,,^
--t 

vnâ \'¡¡ Â
2o¿

v
ury)21,

and by the_ Central Limít Theorem,

2ñ: N(ui, t')'^1
o]: N(ur, sl .. tt2

Recall the well known result on conditional
(X,Y) is a two dimensi-ona1 random variable

x.I

x
¿̂

expectation that if
then

E(x) = EIE{xly}l

the right hand side of (3.36) can

this result. Thus the first term

(3.36) is given by

- x1 > 0, X
J.

^er{i, il ¡ 0, ;1
o

lity in the integran

on (3.32)l in a form

ing thj-s probability

(3.37)

deÈermj-ned by using

the right hand side of

r.) > oÌz-

a 2xlx)9.(x)dx (3.38)

d has been approximated

involving thw BVN distribution
as p(x) ,

be

pr{x,

t
l

but the probabi

earlier [equati
function. Vtrit

1

_tv +2'-'L

¿

P (x) r: Pr{U > 0, V < 2x},

BVI' 

LH,(:"

(3.3e)

where

:;ì]f;)
we have



p(x) = Pr{z., > þ , z) ._ r ,U ¿

2x þ,,
æÕ
lrv| | h^(z-t,z")dz"dz-,l. I - p J- z *1 L. tt ¿ _@

-Ç

u2xuuv
= loo I o-r h (2,,z^)dz.d,z^I I --p.-L'-¿. -r -z

u2xu
' lL vl (3.40)= *_nLã- ,' o .t "u -v

Similarily the Éecond term on the righÈ hand sid.e of J3.36)

can be v¡ritten as

2xu tÌ

h_o (rI,rZ)dzrdz,

where

pr{i. - ;, < o, ;, + ;^ > zx}
/ttl

I
= | p'(x)g(x)dx (3.41)

Jo

¿a

]
2xu .V

t'f

l- a \'f\41 , a^ J v
J-' ¿

ÍUV'u

f- Ç ¡- (2x-u,,) /ov
=lltl]J

uu2x" u v- I (3.42)= t_o[- o , 6r -lf -v
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Finallyr âÍr approximation for the conditional probability

of misclassification is

tØu2xu
" 

["lz (ir,;2 ) ] . I g (x) tu_o (J, 
"Jl 

*
J 

^ 
' ìl \7

Ur., Þ-, 2x
H-o (- 

" ' ?) ldx. (3.43)
F -ìf -v

In equation (3.43) g(x) is the probability density funct.ion

g(x) = -+ exp[- -l-tu" x u.,.,)z], o < x < æ

xo /2r 2o I Lr
vv

3.4 Logit Norma1 Transformation (SB)

Definition: The random variable X is Loqit normal if
!=!,nt+-l isnormal , O <X<1.-I X-

a I D'i stri lrnt i on Theorw end RUIesv ¿ ¿vs e¿v¿¿ ¿¡¿ev¡ Y s

The density function of Y is given by

f(y) = #exp[- þro vo)2], æ < y < æ

y y ß.44)
The parameters F.,, o..2 satisfy theconclitions '- < u.. ( -,vv-v2^ov- > 0. By the transformation

Y - ø" t1ftl (3.4s )

the densitv function of X is obtained as

x (1-x) o olZn ,o 
o
0<x<1. (3.46)



We assume that

a^
^v

is common to

The conditional probability of misclassification when an

observation from IIt is miscLassified is given by

[1, f2 and for

exp f - 4o " t1fol urr) 2l ax
¿6

v

. 7.2

exp[- 4tlntsl u.,.,)2]d*
^ 

.a L r! LI¿a
v

v

Xtfll

X , n2

yry

-\/ n )t¡

er, (x'x2) = I: -=. xL+xz
.,

x (1-x) oOG

x (1-x) oO/2,

of integration by

, (î']+1.)) /2t*=l)o

L

1

ifE,tI.

Transforming

we obtain, for

the variable

ø" t1!) -u ty
õ
v

x-I x
¿̂

e12 (ll,x2) =
(
lvJ-v
| Ãa rôâ
t^ . r 4 1

'¿.L J F1__

2-Í.-,-ç.2 'v
(f

v

exp [- .2" .,r lor1
z

I
/2,

and for Xt>X^ /

1
z

I
/ñ

err{I'fr) = | "v exp [- r2ldr



?o

This can be written as v¿v
^.1 

¡ 
^1-L 4¡, jì r--T-j - I1,,

1-v -vL .\1 4^
I¿ I if ;', ' I., 'J-¿õ

J

x.+x^t ¿,Ín L-l
2-ç.L--x2

uly

the same procedure

misclas sification

v

as above, the

^ lv \ -i -E1 1 \z\1 r Ã1 .l ¿Þ
âJ. I ¿.

conditional

seen to be

X..
¿

(3 .47 )

nrrrl.rrhi'l i {-rr

I ìf

Xa<X^,
J-¿

t r+I LL ÃA
J-

By

of

x-+x^| -)
¿ t1

d¡¿ L ) Y)tt

2--xL-ç'2 L!
e^, (I, ,I^) = o (

¿L I ¿ o'
J-
OJv
^] ' n)

enl---=-.-.:l -
2-x, -x^IZ='l - õl

Note that if X r [l

lf

u, = E(X-) =
x(1-x)oOl2',r

(3.4e)

Although it is possible to give an explicit expression
I

for !-, i.e. not involving integral signs, it is very

"o*pfil.ted. Johnson (Í241, equations 56 and 57) gives the

expression for ul. The other moments are given as partial

derivatives of the first ra\,r moment. The notation used here

for the moments is

I
l.lx-
I,U

ì rT'

B ?.,

ee #isntïäl- ulyÌ2)¿*
v
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if Xr[1 E(X) =ulg

v (x) = "?," ,

if XrfZ E(X)=v2g

v (x) = o3," ,

The actual forms are found in Johnson 1.24, equations 56, 57

and 581 .

b) Distribution of the Conditional Probability of Misclassi-

fication

From equation (3.47)

H.ence

{utz(x'xr) < z} iff

fl +f, _1' nd ¿ a > exp[u,-- o--cÞ -(z)]]t *1 t *2 â'iru 
*"L', 

- v¡tt/ '"lY -Y

or

r1 : ' ot=* 
l' < exp [u,-- * o--Õ '(r) ] ]t*l L*2 ano 

"_: 
<e--r-y y2'xU'x,

(3. s0 )

Pr{e ,r(xr,xr) . z) = Pr{x, *l ¡ 0,

ît 
* i, 

> av^ r,, ^-L,-\ r ì_- t exP Ltrlv o,,9 \z) J J

2-xL-x2 'LY Y

ir+i? _r+ Pr{;? ;1 < 0, + < exp[þ].,fo-,Q-t(z)l]¿Jy¿-xL-x2

(3 . s1)



Let

I

kI = uxp [u'y oyt * (z)1 ,

-'tk2 = expluly + orra -(z)],

then¡ äs *I * *2 < 2,

xl+x)
;i;=' kr =à*t * *2 ì 2kt kt(xt + *z)
o^1^2

=+ 
(1 + kr) (I1 + ir) ' 2k1

2k.
=à ir + ç.2 ì fi_E;

I

SimiIarly

i, * i, . ,. 
-r 

2kz
- r!^ Þ ar | ôÃ - 

---ï-
2-i.L-ç.2 ¿ ' r ¿-L+K2

Therefore (3. 50) becomes

2k-
{"tz(i1,;2) . z} iff {i, + ;.2 ì ¡Fil and ;1 . ir}

I

or

{I, + ç.2 4 #* and. ;1 , *z} (3. s2)
¿

Thus the distributj-on function of "tZ 
(if , *ì can be written

as 
2k_Pr{err{i1,ir) . z} = Pr{i, ;I ¡ o,;t + ç.2:1ft1

I

+ Prti, - *1 < o, ;r + î.2:- JFnl
¿

(3.53)
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Then

U=F
¿̂

v-I,+
I

Pr{er, {fa,ir) 1 zj=pr{U¡0rV

Pr{U ç 0, V

U and V we obtain

l1

*2

2k.,¿ì
Ï:trT:J

l_

2k-¿ì

--l

1+kz (3.s4)

Standardizing

Prierr(;1,;2) < z] = pr{ u
> _ u

o'u

\/ -rr

2kl
U,,

I l-ìl

D-f q
5! L- \ -

lt

2k
¿̂

IE:-!,,-¿1-l
o'

V

u,, V- u--sv
7,.f,--u "v

= PttZ,

v

ll
' Itg

- 7tL¡u rru

(f

2k.
¿

FF;
J-

ìl
v

+ er {2, ,zn
u

t1

q
u

.Iipproximating t
distribution fo

r\lr-
v,/

he distributions
r large nIrn2,

Standard BVAI

(3.ss)

normalf

E

I
/ ;)lrf

Ll'

or

v¡e

*1' *2

see that

It
I,l
I

\o*

by the

U-u
ll



See equation (3.12) for the expression

The equation (3.55) becomes

of r*.

,, - 
2kt

-v 1+ktu
Pr{err(i1,x2) < z} = Ho*tf,t -u ('f '

2k
¿̂

'ì+ÞHrr' '-2

1l = ll - ìl-t¡ '2R,- '18,

ll = rr -l- lt-v '2lc. *18 '
2

aÎ-1R
=-t

ov I . (3. s6)

be written as

G Ihl Z,h2r; o *J .

(3.s7)

þ,,
rrfs
..^*L n ft -tl

Substituting

utl
2o2B

-=o
n2

2ot^
IIJ

2o2B
uvn211,

the distribution function of

pr{e 
I2 (It,i2 ) . z}

In equation (3.57)

(uz" ute)
L"11 - .L,,to.- J'

tl

e, ^ (i, ,i^ ) can
L¿I¿

= e [h'l,hrr; o *J +

= -htz '

-'t-o__ E lz )
tâ
"2L

(u2e * ulg) -2exp [u, t-1( z)l/ {l+exp [¡r,
2

. 
orB

1-- t
"1

o zB .,Þ,

ott
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2{exp Iu, .o".-t (z)lt/{r + explul -'l+o0-
h"22

(z) I Ì- (ur"+uZe)

o'r, /n, - o'r /n,

o1," /n, + ol, n,
As before

If the

R(z) =

the probability density
(3.s8)

funct,ion of e.,, {i., ,ir) is given byL¿I¿

G (zyz,

distributi

;p*) = Ho* (z'zr) .

on function of er, {i'Ir) is wriÈten as

(hzr{z) ,hrr ,nrr(") ,-h11I I tGt,z2)ùyð2, + f -- f - rerz))dz.,dz.J_@ J L ¿ r ¿. J__ J__ J_ ¿- ._L 2

where

r(z) = R'(z)

h

r"]'l| --r(z) = |

!
tlzt,hZltz) lfrr, (z)dzt +

-hr "l'l
f -- f lz-h^^ (z) rh'
J __ t lrtlrrÞ) lhzz(z) dzr.

(3. s9)
Againr âs in eguation (3.35), it is a very complicated function
of z.

c) unconditional probabilit,r of Misclassification
The unconditionar probability of misclassification of

. 
olB

tT
"tI

o 2B ,r¿

-i 

-
n"2

er, (x'xr) is given by



'/o

E{er, {I'Ir) }= pr{ (iz ir) ' 0,x - t;t I 
;'' , 0 lx, nt}

+ Pr{ (;2 ir) 1 o,X - åt;r_ + lxr). o lxe nr}.

(J.OU,l

The distributions of lyi, and x are independent with

g(x) + expl- +(¿nt1å] ur")21
x ( 1-x) o -_/Ti 2o --"yy

0 < x < I (3.61)

and,by the Central l,imit Theorem,
o-r2

*1 = N(ul, ;i),"1
2

î'2: N(u2' !' 
''"2

where

u.1 =E(Í1)=urg
t

uZ = n{lr) = r2B,

2 --,--, -- 201- = V(XlXe nf) = oie,

2 --,--, -- 202- = V(XlXe rZ) = oáe

using the result on conditionar expectation qiven in
(3.37) , r¡¡e can determine the right hand side of (3.60) con-

ditionally and remove the conditionality. Therefore the first
term on the right hand side of (3.60) becomes
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't-
i(x' + x.) > 0Ì
.L¿_

(Ir+7r) <2xlxls{x)dx.
(3.62)

The probability in the integrand has been found earlier in a form

involving the BVft distribution function and is given in equations

(3.56) and (3.57). Let us write this probability as p(x).

Then

p(x)=Pr{u>0rV<2x} (3.63)

where

1l.v

the

l"\
\"/

Standardizing

I /'"\"*ll I

LV" /

variables

U,,
Pr{Z., > 

v̂
t1

æ 2x-tllull- u j

f "u'"u
I

1"
I

, \"
\

,,

:il

P(x) =
2xu

z^. vÌ
¿o

\7

no ("r-,zr)dz2drL
ll,v

oy

Þ.,.'

= *_o td,

Similarily, corre spondi-ng

I:'_"-v') 
/o u h_o (zL,z2)azLdz2

2x-u'vì
---r

t,o the

(3.64)

(3. 60 ) we have.:third term

o, i, + ;^
J¿

of

1

le',o
>2x\= (x) g (x) dx



,?À

where

p'(x) = Pr{u < o, v > 2xi

ov

,-ru/o o,-(2x-vu)/out**t=il
,-ær-@

h-o (zI,z2)azZdzI

v

3.5 Inverse Hyperbolic Sine Normal (SU)

Definition: The random varj-able x is rnverse Hyperbolic
Sine Normal if ! = sinfr-I (x) is normal, -* < X ( æ.

a) Distribution Theorl¿ and Rules

The density function of y is qiven br¡

r'uu/ 
o u (-

= I I h(zr,zr)dz,dzlJ_æ Jzx_pv r ¿

u,, u-. - 2x
= ;-;:o;- -, - o -ij Y "u -v

¡'r-naJ- J_y 
I

E l.rz (*1,I2) I . I" g (x) {H-e fþ , ?,
+ H-^ I- þ, 

tY, - 
'"1 Ìdx , (3.6s)-p - ou' ov

where g (x) in (3.65) is given by

g(x) = 1 
; exp[- 1 to,-.,ri-]-,, '2-

x(r-x)o r'2tr 2-tlnttlÇ1 
-uly)-l' 0 < x < 1'
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the parameters ,y, oy satisfying the conditions
o > 0. Bv t,he transformation
v

y - sinh-r (x) ,

the d,ensity function of is seen to be

f (y) = 1 exp[-
o /2,
v (3.66)

uy ( -'

,2.uy' j

(3.67)

[t and ÍZ forWe assume that

Xe ft

and

Xe nz

Then the conditíonal

observation from [1

-æ<x<æ

is common to the populations

'y *ly

*y '2y'

probability of misclassification when

is misclassified is given by

*1

exp [-

(sinh-1 (x) -u ,ì'l dx, if

. (lx1+*2) / 2

=r--1) ¡x¿+r)áo /2,

,=;""-'(x) -ur")'l u*,t ir

x
¿̂

I
¿6

v

*2xl
I_

(3.68)
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Transforming the variable
a

sinh-a (x)

of integration

uly

by

{-

and letting

we obtain

ô - (I, + i.)/z¿ z-

(;1,;2 )
e
I2

I
I

)
1

/2.,1

I sinh

a

[sinh - (6 ) -u ., .,] / ory

-l-(ô)-vtoJ/oo

1

sinh t (ô )

exp [- $tu.,
v

if ;t.iz

1

/2rl

*1

t
)

I
z

;.,.;.¿¿

l_rxr>x^, /

if it.iz

exP l-

>x
¿̂

1
T- t atf
- Jse,

(3.6e)

(3.70)

r_ï

Equation (3.69) can

er, {i, , i, )

be written as

sinh-1(6)-u,
= 1 6¡__rX.l if

v

,ñfYL
U

V

and putt,ing back the expression of ô we qet

¿Y l

_.t xl +x')

err {i'ir) = ,. ¡"ith 
'(:ï) -'t,r,

, I,*I Y

^;-t-I, I --2,
!'J-JII¡ t-¡--J -l-lr --Ã f I LV..F.¡

o \tJ

if i.,
t-

x2.

(3.71)



Using the above

cLassification

I'rom Johnson 124, equation

Xe [1 E(X) =

v(x) =

if Xe n2

where

b)

v (x) = ltrz
ûr = u*p [o 

o2 
/z]

procedure the conditional
e (i ; ì iq rr.ir¡an l.rrrv2L\^lr^2t rÐ V¿vçrr uy

- t'e21(x1rx2) = oL

, Xt *X^
<inh-r I L ¿\

'2t uẐY,

probability of mis-

(3.t2)

sinh-l ,*tl*r.,_ u^
= 1 6¡ ' Z ' .ZY1

if i,.i^
L¿

ifx,>x^ /

l-r

sinh (ur,,,)

-11 {-r2 cosh (2vzy) + ri ,

Ð:þlribution of the Conditional probabilit of Misclassificat.ion

and *1

and *1

J-f and

('

I
L

From equation (3.70) we notice that

{e., ., (i, ,i^ ) . z}
L¿¿¿_

^ñ 
I rr r fv¿r!_I !!

Xr (X^
I¿

or x, >x^
_L- ¿

*v '-2

Iv'^2

2sinh fu.g I rtLT

2sinh Iu.,..Ll

_ -'ta * (z)
1

a *(z)
r7

rt)
l? 7?ì
\r. ' 

J I

6 \¡J

+d
L

Hence:
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Pr{e n(ît,l) . z} = er{ (i, ir) > o,

tlr + ir) ì 2sinh [u1r, orr.-1 (z) ] ]¿Jy

+ er{ (i, ir) < o,

1(xI + *Z) < 2sinhluty * oy o-.(z)lt
(3 .7 4)

Let,

U-xô-x,
¿L

v-ir*î.2

then

Pr{er2(;1,i2) < z} = prfu ¡ 0r v > k] + pr{u < o, v . k2J

(3.7s)

where

kI = 2sinh Iut' o.ro-1 1z¡ 1

J

k2 = 2sinhluly * oyr-l (") l

Standardizing U and V we obtaj-n

¡¡-!rr U.,., V-u-_ k" -U__er{er2(ir,ç) . z} = ert _g'- 4,;'I'fft
- o-ru-!u - - 

u' v-ur, - kz ur.,
- =J ,r_ f,t " 7-;-u 'u "v v

þ , 22 ' 
ot - ut'' 

*
UV

+ er{zr. - þ, zz. orr- ut } ( 3.76)
uv



Rz

Approximating the distribution of

he normal distributionr w€ see tha

r,'l tr'\I l:Srand.ard.BVt
þr l 

: Þtan.'ard uvN 

Lk )

herefore write equation (3.76) as

Pr{e n(7t,1) . z} . Ho. tþ,'u

iyi, for large .1,*2

by t'

Ïnle t,

In equation (3 .77 )

Alt,ernatively

f.., = -uiIsinh(ur") - sinh(urO)J

ur, = -ür Isinh (uty) + sinh (urO) J

uv - kl' 
*t_ þ, 

ol-ur,.
.--J - E^-v ' -l¡ -v

(3.77)

_ o-cosh (2Ur.,r)

nz

(: 
'ì1

= |t,2-rl t-
t¡2cosh (2ur,r)

tI *!*!itr n2-
ß

u

1, 2"uv 2'" -l) t+ 
t..''2cosh (2u"') 

-n1

o-cosh (2u..,.,)
áy

\
1+
tt

1l
t1"2

z\ = clhtl,hrr;o*J + c [hrz 'hrr; o*7

(3.78)

htl = {-o Isinh (ur,r) -

= -htz

with

cì nh lrr I 'l Ì,/nttl\/" "'U+J
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hZ' = [-r¡ [sinh (ur.r) + sinh (ur') 1 - 2sinh{uro oy, I (r) )) /

h="22
a

[2sinh{o.-Õ -(z) +
v

{-o

From the disÈribution

h
l¿LR(z) = |

)

the probability

r(z) =

{-r2cosh(2u.--) + l}.¿v
nz

cosh (2uru) + 1Ì
*1

tir-ir l

tlr -i, I

.)
t o-cosh (2u., _,) + 1Ì

AY
tr-

{ -o2cosh (2u.--) + 1}'¿v
nz

(z)-;hi 
r

l

function in (3.78)

(zJ .h.l 1f--
J f (z*zr)dzrdz,

-n
r"22,ITI

J

¡ (ztrzr)dzrðz

densit

I::'

f_:"

y function of err(i*i.r)

t lzt,hzlþ) I nr, ( z) d,z, +

t lz t,nr, (z) J n)r(z) ð,2,

(3.7e)

is obtained as

(3.80)

c) Uncondit,ional probabilitv of Mis clas s ifi cation
The unconditional probabirity of misclassification of

et, (x*xr) is given by

= PY1

+ pri

1-0, x - ;(xr+xr) > 0lxe nt]

o, x - |tir+irl <. olxe rr]
(3.81)

E{ e12 {I'i, ) }



lsee equation (3.36 ) ] .

The distributions of IyI, and x are independent,with

e (x) = G# /ñ exp [ #(sinh-I (x) -u rr)2) ,
yy

_@ < x < æ (3.92)

the parameters ulyroy satisfying the conditions -æ < uly * |
o-- > 0. By the Centrál Limit rhonram.Y - 

n2
;1 'N(uf'*',

2g)
*2 t ç(uz' *)"2

where u1 = E(lr) = -osinh(u1.r) .

v2 = E(12) = -osinh(urrr),

2 --.--, -- 1 2 )oI' = v(xixe nf) = |tr"-!) [-ozcosh(2urr) + 1] 
)

2 _-.__, __ 1 ? )o2- = V(XlXe nì = ;(oo-I) l-ur'cosh (2vZì + 1J 
r

where , = "*plou2/21.
As before, using the well known result on cond.itional

probabilities given in equation (3.37) we can d.etermine the
right hand side of (3.81) conditionally and remove the
conditionality. The second term of equation (3.g1) tnen becomes

eri(i, - Ir) ' o, x - åt;, + îr) > o]

f-
= j-_"rt (Ir-Ir) ' o, Ir+I, < 2xl*]g (x)dx (3. 93)
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The probability in the integrand has been found earlier in
a form involving the BVN distribution function. Let us write the

corresponding unconditional probability as p (x) , then

Where

Thus

where

p(x

u=*2

/u\tì
\rJ

)=Pr{U;'0rV<2x}

i,, v-;, +;^, andJ-' J ¿'

; BVi$

(3.84)

(3.86)

";il
I r'"\ (ou'
iltt
[ \u'l ' {.'

P(x) =

I

P (x) = Pr{u <

ur., 2x u-,
: 

- -i a z vl-

ou¿oV

.(2x-v.) /o.,
lvv

J__ ho (z|'2)dzrdz,
u

,(2x-uu) 
/ou

J__

Pr {2,

f-
I' -lú/ o

u /or'u' u
I

J -_

u2xu.u v.:
"-rì rl.t f o '" "u v

Simi-Iari1y, corresponding to the third. term

Pr{ (I. i., ) < o, (;. + I^) ' 2x}¿rr¿-

_, (, L, z 2) dz rdz,

(3.8s)

of (3.81) we have:

ll
= | É (x)g(x)dx
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¡-u''loo 
'-

ãl 
)

h 
o 

(z L,z 2) dz dz,

n_o (z!,zr)dzrdz,
-u /o¡u'u

I

l

(2x-uv) /ov

I_j'" 
vu)/ou

E{e, " 
(I, ,i^) } :

L'J-¿

u -2xvr
o-

\7
(3.87)

Finally

with g (x) in

g (x)

I
i g (x) tH-^
lv. -ó

u 2x-u,Ll v.til, 1:-lUV
¿ rr t-\

v

uu-2xu v rtr
{r --J 

jûx,
VV

(3.88)

,2.
F'l .r/ J I

(3.88) given by

I: 

- 

=__- 
l-

') 
' 

'- 
v"t,L

(x-+1) 'o --y'2nv

]. -1 .

--=(sinh 
- (x)

2o¿
v

-æ<x<@.
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CH.APTER 4

DTSCRTMTNATTON FOR NON-NORMAL DTSTRTBUTIONS :

EDGEWORTH SERIES DTSTRTBUTTON (ESD).

4.I Introduction

The effect of non-normality in a two population discrim-

ination problem is studied. The distributions in the two

populations are assumed to be the univariate Edgeworth Series

with different means and the same variance.

Subrahmaniam t55l has studied the distribution of the

linear and quadratic forms using the ESD, with a density

funct,ion introduced by Gayen t141. The type of non-normality

which he considers includes both skewness and kurtosis in their
standard forms. Here we consider non-normality due to skewness

alone.

Let XIj(j = I,2,...,n1) and xzjß = L,2,...,n2) denote

two independent random samples from populations fil and f2

respectively. The observations *rj come from the conrmon

distribution defined by the density function

À" ? x u1
f(x) = (f - E=O") q(t'), -æ < x < æ (4.1)

and the observat,ions *rj come from the corlrmon distribution

defined by the density function

À. . x ìl^
f(x) =(1 -Elotl +(Ç), -6<x<@, (4"2)

the parameters À3, þi, (i = 1,2) and o satisfying the



Eq

COnditiOns -æ. À3 ( -, -æ. Þi < æ and o > 0. Here D

stands for the operator

â/- )tâx

x ui
0 (--) is the density function't

(4.3)

and À3 is the skewness factor.
rn what folrows all terms invorving pov¡ers of À? higher

than the first are ignored.

Let x be a new observation, obtained independently of
Xl ; and Xr. observations , drawn from either iI1 or JI 

^ 
.LJ ¿J J- ¿

We would like to classify X as belonging to nI or n2.

To do this a classificati-on rule is need.ed which in Eurn means

that the discriminant function has to be determined. In practice
one could use the univariate analogue of the I^i discriminant
function which is d.efined as

r,n¡ = Dlx;î.r,*r;o2l = fx - |ti, * iZ)l (;1 x2)/o2

(4.4)

when o2 is known and

v\i - D [x;i'Ir;s2] : tx - ]tx, * lr,) I (;1 ixr) /s2

(4. s)

when o2 is estimated by s2, the pooled. sample variance
of the observations in ill and nZ.
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We note here that Èhe W discriminant function is derived

by use of the likelihood ratio rule when the d.istributions in

the populations II and II 2are normal and known, with density

functions

E , 
* u'

.i rx) = exp [- 1-J-)'/21/ /?^

Further the discriminant function defined

or (4.5) assumes ul . tZ lsee Chapter 5

the W discrimj-nant functionl .

The classification reqions based on

If all parameters, ul, t2, (ul . ,2)

the classificaÈion reqions are defined as

a¡ -æ < x ( -, (4.6)
i = Ltz,
by (4.4)

for derivation of

Vü may be writt.en as

| /l ?\

ir, {x; x . {ir + î.rl/z ana ;r . lz or

x t (;, + i^)/z and ;, t x^]
J-¿L¿

R2, {X; X > (I, + xrl/Z and ;1 , îZ or

x . {Ir + irl/z and I, ' Ir}

where RI and RZ correspond to the populations [l and n2

respectively.

and o2 are known

RIt {x; x . (ul + v2)/2}

R2t {X; X' (u, * u^)/2}J-Z

regi-ons correspond to

1

I
I)

+-L^

(4.8)

where Rl, R2

respectively.

populations [1, and Í2,



The problem considered in this chapter is one of examining
+L^ ^çÊ^^¿-^L¿ls slJ-tr:ur-Þ, if ârrlr on the errors of misclassification, when

W, . defined by means of the Edgeworth Series type distribution,
is used for classifying X as arising from [t at nZ. The

effects are studied for varying values of tr3, the skewness factor"
Since the distribution theory is consid.erably simplified

by the use of the characteristic funct,ion technique, the char-

acteristic function (c.f.) of the Edgeworth Series distribution is
derived in section (4.2) . The problems invol-ved with the

probabilities of misclassification are studied in later sections.

4.2 Characteristic Function and Moments

Let X have the p.d.f.

Tn this section, the characteristic functions (c.f.) of X,

1 (the sample mean) and. i, + -x2 are derived. These yield. the

moment.s of the distribution. In later sections the results ob-

t,ained from the c.f. will be found to be of great applicability.
Lemma 4.1 The characteristic function of the r.v. X

with p.d.f.

r(x) = {1 þ ot} otx ; u¡

is given by

À-
ü*(t) = {1 * f

By definitionProof:

(it¡ 3 Ì exp Iitp o2t2 /z] (4.e)



| ì+-,r, lfl = | a*-^ f (X)dx, (4.10)tx.-t 
I. 

-@

Let us recall that , if \,ve $/rite z = x - u
ñ

D3 ó(Ç.]r) = þ tu9zlt o(z) (4.11)

and that

| "tt* ö(x - u)dx = explitu o2t2/z]I - Yr o t

Using (4.11) and (4.L2) in (4.10) we get,

û* (t) = exp litu o2r2 /z] *

^ ^ f @

-l- urtu i ,t" - =3) Þ (z)exp llLozlð,2 . (4.13)
bO ) -Q

The integral on the right hand side of (4.r3) can also be

writ.ten âs r puLting u = j-t.o ,

t..¡nt-\r ^ d f- 2,^. - .d ? r- 2 -\¿11) -13 ã" J-_.*n(r, z'/2)dz (ä.,r)- J__"*n{n" z'/Z)azl

11 )Á1 )= 3 äu (exp ¡¿'721 , (Ëü) " (exp Iu'/zl )

= 3[u exp¡12/Ð] [3u +,-,3]"*p(uz/z)

=-o3 (ir) 3 exp ( -o2t2 /z)

hence

üx (t) = tl . þ (ir) 3l exp liru o2t2 7z] ( 4.r4)

Lemma 4.2 The characteristic function of the mean is
given by

(4.l-2)
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:^
rf-(t) = fI * =1 

(it)r'' exo[uit n2r2rrn. t^'ìq\tx..-' r- 6 2 t v¿Lì/ Lr¡¿s v u / ¿ttJ \.r.rJ,l
n

Proof:

The characteristi_c function of X is
Àg 1 ? )ü*(t) = Ir + ¿t (it)-l expluit L'o'¡zl

therefore

'l-+hú;(t) = i]r 
,¡x(;) = {,1,x(;) }"

^? r,t,3,n 2= tl + 6:(F) -l 
-- exp luit (ot)¿/zn]

À^"n)3- )= tl + ;'+' I expluit (ot)¿/zn)
n

(4.L6)

The final result in (4.16) is obtained by use of the
binomial expansion, breaking off after the second t.erm.

From the result in (4.16) we can easily show that the
first two moments of the random variable x when x is from

the ESD are given by

E(Î-u)2=v(Î

Also from the result in (

E(l) = u

E(x) = u I
t

v(x) = E(x u)2 = o2 I
)

Lemma 4.3 The characterist,ic funct,ion of

-ì

I
\ = o2 \'n)

4.L4) we can easily show that

(4.17)

(4.18)
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z = tlr ul) + G, ,ì when ir, ç.2 are rhe
means of independent sampres of sizes 11, n2 respectively,
is given by

ú"(t) = t1 + +(it¡3 . -\(ir)3t exp t-tz t{^- * *,,6n2' 6nI" 
- ¡L tn' 

'n2''
Proof: ( 4. 1g )

úr(tr) = ú; ,, (t) ú; ., (t)ø ^1 *1 nZ ,z

= tr . +(it)21 tr . 3(it¡3Jexp t-t2o2/zn,
brl- 6n2-

t2 o2 /znr|

we first show t,hat the characteristic function of I.-u_J_ l-
is given by

*ir-ua(.) = EIexp{it{I, ur)}J

= E [exp{it I, itur}l

= exp l-irurJ E{exp (ir ;I) }

1

= tr + 
;}(ir)3J 

exp{-itu, + '¡u1 t2o2/2nr}
+

= tr . j(ir)31 exp t-t2oz/2nrL (4.re)6*r'
The result we need follorvs from a basic result, that the
characteristic function of a sum of two independ.ent random

variables is the prod.uct of the characteristic functions of
the individual random variables. Therefore
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),'1
l"l + " 1ì{-\

' 
) 

\Lvl

bfì 
¿̂

' * À1.(it¡ 3l exp {-t2
6t1-

o2 Tznr) \

)
(o- /2n, +

(4.20)

L^us ÞËell
hence the result.
¿L^¿LI IO. L

E(z) =

2.!.\z ) =

u (23) =

e(24) =

From the resuLt in (4.20) it can

arlR,fJ=n:r*a

tl

1\
2',n2

ú- ,2
ll'"2

(ul + vr) /21

À" 
" 

x Þr

t'o-J O( 
"l)ax

0

229-+9-tl nz

I) l* +"3 \ 2t1
/t -23o= (" +'n1

(4.2L)

4.3

When all parameters of the distributions in the populations
are known, the probability of misclassification is optimal
in a sense that we cannot improve upon it. using the normal
ru1e, given in equation (4.9)r w€ derive expressions for the
optimum probability of misclassification when the observation
x is from the ESD. tr{hen an observation from [1 is mis-
classified the optimum probability of misclassification is
given by

It.'o

It..

À^
11 Jtt+-Hr- ? ..?

-JJoo

timum Probability of Misclassification

x U.t

0( oi)dx



yo

r- x ul À? r- x-u.r X-'H,
= ./ 0(-)dx + * | H^(')ó(#la*

ô' ' 6o,u J o

(4.22)

where ô - (ut + v)/2. and Hr(x) is a Tchebycheff-Hermite
porynomial of degree r and. is d.efined by the identity

H'.(x) ó(x) = [-D]r ó(x) (4.23)

where Ho = 1 by convention. see Kendall- and stuart l2s,
p. 155, equat.ion 6,.2L). Some properties of Hr(x) are also
discussed by Subrahmaniam 1551. Using the result (Kendal1

and Stuart t25, equation 6.431),

(4 .24)

xul
õ

in (4.22) we obtain

t
II nr(x) ó(x)dx=-Hr_r(r) ö(r)

J -ø

and letting

= I .,u, utr.q"r(*torll

= r o¡'2-l utr - + ,rvz-l Ptrz 
rr o tþ;51 .

(4 .2s)

rf an observation from r2 is misclassified the optimum
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probability of misclassification is given by

c, [R,f I = Pr{

fô
J -_

Iu

X . (uI + vZ) /Zj
À" 

" 
x uotr - u= o-l ö (-;l)ax

X l-l^
, r ¿' -e t;:--J ox

(4 .26)
where

Letting

ô-(ur+v)/2
x v2

and using result in (4.24) we obtain

f (ô-u2)/o À? ¡(ô-u)/o
) þ (z)dz * 

#) -* 
' *, (z) ö (z) ð.2

ô - u^ À3 .ô v2.ol#l - -j n2r-7-J ovoo

, rut,; urr - )rr'trl 
vzrz

o

o, [R,f J =

- Ë1
t ztt....:-,

U

for

4.4

ll - rl
rr ,*1 "r_)| | ñ t-Y\ 20

(4 .27 )

The optimum probability of misclassification is of interest
comparison purposes.

We discuss the condj-tional probability of misclassification
when the parameters !1, v2 are unknown and all other paramet.ers

are known- The optimum probability ,cf misclassifi-cation cannot
be found here due to lack of information on ul, v2. The

classification regions are d.efined in (4.1) of section (4.1).

conditional Probabil.ity of Miscrassification

when an observation x from IIr is misclassified the
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conditional probability of miscrassification is

ar [R,f J = pr{X > (i, + î.rl/z li'iz, Xe nt} when i, . iz

= pr{X . (it + î¡/zli'iz, Xe nr} when i, , iz

(4 .28)
lr7hen an observation x from nz is misclassified the

conditional probability of miscrassificat.ion is

e, [R,f I = pr{x . (Ir + lxr)/zlI*iz, xe nz} when i, , i,

= pr{x > (Ir + irl/zlf ie, xe ,z} when Ir , Iz

(4 .2e)
since the probrem is symmetric in that the numbering of

populations is arbitrary, \,ve consider the probability o, tÂ,,r1 .

orin,rt = /; tr - þ ot, ,11ur,u* when ;1 . iz

-fô rr À" r x - u.l=J-* tr - ¡l otl o (- o 
l) dx when ;1 , iz

where ô = (if + *.rl/Z

which can be written as

- | .x-Ul., À? f* ¡-1.rr x-u,e, [R,r] = l^ o (T:)dx + r, 
l, H= t]) o {}lax¿ J5 o 6o3 Jô "3-'o

when *1 . xz

= J:-r("-5)dx + * i:-"r(*¡ 61**t¡

when ;1 Z lz
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Letting

and using

x-ul
o

e,In,fI

$/e obtain

^ 0 þ)dz
f A-r, \ /n
\ v ë1 I t v

-L

I
I

I

ì

2
hñ

I
I H.(z)q(z)dz)^r(ô-ul)/o

^ 
when 11

(6-ur),/o
H3 (z)

,(ô-ul/o À^ ,

J ot"l + 5- 
Il6o"l

a -.,V U.

1- or 'al 
+-o

[-u', À"
Õr *1 J

ot.2
oo

,iz

þ (z) dz

(4.23)

o, In,f J

À? i-u', Â-u.,

;-:Ezi;*ie( o ) when
6o-

r\-t' A-',

*r{*}o(*) when

(4.30)

(4.31)

x.r
-L

Xr<X^
J_¿

rI^
¿

Upon substituting for 6 in (4.31)

I., +i" -2v.t
r L a !\

Y"2' 2o )

x, +x^-2 u -t L I l,
'E-)

when i, ,. ç.2

= .,.rr*ie-2ut., _ ^t - ,ir*ir-2u1,- t---2;:---t' -- nlr-Z;- ¡ q

when I,

x1 +x? -2tt
| + ¿ ¿\\-%-/

(4.32)*z

Distrlbution of The Conditional probabili of Misclassifi-
cation

a)

The distribution of the conditional probability of misclass-
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ification in (4.32 ) is difficult to obtain due to the complex

nature of the expression. It involves the cumulative normal

distribution funct.ion, the normal density function and the

Tchebycheff-Hermite polynomial. However the asymptot,ic dis-
tribution of the error can be found by the Taylor series
expansion and the approximate mean and variance of the error
function can be determined..

Taylor Series Expansion

the conditional probability of miscrassificat,ion is a

b)

ç l\1 1r \r \aorro'/

'l^
IO

/r. tn m

Ak ,":l

.hrh
after

(xo,Yo) +

is given

d

ðX

where R,.., is the remainder

o

1

o

ñ

function of two random variables i., and i, when the parametersI¿

are fixed. This error function can be expanded in a Taylor
series in two variables around {E(*r) = Þ1, E(Í2) = rZ}. For

purposes of completeness of present,ation the Taylor series theorem

in two varÍab1es is stated below without proof.
Theorem 4.41: rf all the ,rth partial derivati-ves of

a function of two variables f (XrY) are continuous in a closed.

region around. (Xo,yo) and if the (n+I)st partial derivations
exist, in the open region around (Xo,yo), then

¡(xo+h,Yo*k)=

,, = ffi {ir fo + n ful'*Ir(*

. A ,D-t- 

-t 

]-
âY'

terms and

tr:f+
o¿\

, à 't2,
âY', ¿

+Ahv. v.., L

<0

(Xo,Vo)+...

g (Xo,Yo) +

n
(4.43)

by

+0k) '
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ÂAhand th 5¡ + k fu1" is formarly expanded by the Binomial
theorem.

since o, tnrrl is a function of xr and Í.2 vre denote
it by .rz (ir ,Í) . similarily o, tn,rl becomes "zr (lyIr) .

Then the expansi-on of er, {i,,1,) around (u'u,) is given by

err{xr,Ír) = "rz(u'ur) + t(Ì.,-u.,)** (Ír-vr)Èf xl,u2ðxl ðx2 *.

e12 (11'Ì2 )

. *t (lr-ur) $ * (1.,-u") 4-l 2 e- - rl- .¿ âXr \n2-v2) 
tr,r'ur, u z =r2ÅL'-x) +

. ht (xr-'r'å * (Ír-ur,;L, 
l'u ,"rr(1r,xr)+ 

R,,

(4 .44)
Consider the case when 1I . iZ and write equation (4.32) as

{l'ir) = .,'ut:It-Ír, * þ rr,,rr*T3-'ur,

(4.4s)

The partial derivatives with respect to ir,*, of (4.4s) are
given by

a { tÇ ç \} 2u',-Ìr-*2, 3 *3 1.,+lr- 2v

,Ír, rz (1r ,Í'; I = ¡ + (Jz--- , - ræ 
os*"t' ='?- '-1,

(4.46)

À" , 1.,+I.-2u,
-'u- o= r(#) (4.47)
24o'
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\2
;1:;_{ "rz 

(xl ,xr) } =
axl ðx2

^¡ , .ir*i z-2þL.D v L-a6-:

. 2Ì.,, -i, -1^r r .|. t tr-..'.._r9\
2 ¡.,., -1., -1.,

I ¿ ¿\

T-1

(4.48)

Expanding terms involving D2, D3 and. D4 in Tchebycheff-

Hermite polynomials \^/e obtain

(4 .49)

. .Ír*Ír-2ìrr, 3 . .Ír*i 2-2v1, , , ,Ír*Ír '2r.t
-,.-rTr T -r--r,rrT,

(4.50)

.Ír*i, -2vL.,4 -,Ír*i, -ruL.,,
LTr -oL-7-J

X, +X^-21
^ì ,, r t 11 . (4.51)rj QL-o-

I
1

+

Evaluating these

T = 
(tt' r'2

We obtain

e12 (Ír'*2)

at the point (ur,ur) and letting

(1 . s2)

expressl-ons

,, \ /)¡
t1 L, / Év

= o (-t)

l-t1rtt2

* ^trrr'
6o-

.I
/tâ

¡(-rl + - ,-l'3tY\ IJ ¡ ?t
L2o-

3, , , \r JQtrT = *2

(4.s3)

À.
ó(-t) . 

*L'4-ør2+31 
ö(r) = *3

x-åfo lv,- I 2 \.t.1
dÃr

J

2
v l^ 11,

--rts t ^ \Ãt-/ | / |

^vao.,'1

(4.s4)
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'2 ,o tÇ ç I Àa 
^

äx, * {"te (xl ,x)} = + ,,Þ (-t) + 3z [14-612+3] 0 (r) = *3
, X2 - 4o- 24o*

(4.ss)

At the point (ul,ur) the following equalities hold

Ër"lz(ir 
,î.¡ \ = {,r.rz(Ir ,L¡ }

and

,2 ^z ,; ; \ì ð2
âi-z-{"rz 

(Ír ,*'ì } *-r" tz(*,,Î.) } {e- - rÌ- x ) }-"I' L¿ r " on, 
-L'--2" 

aÍta*.r'-L2\¿\1¡¿r2

^-- 

---ie. 

l\t v \ I

rÇ r? ' - 12 \^I r*2) r
-'-2"'-r

lr'forrl a¡{-i'!ìE.r¿çvurrì$ terms containing partial derivatj-ves of ord.er
higher than the second

err{1r,lr) = *r + t(Îr-ur) + (Îr-u )Jr2 * *t(Îr-ur)2

trr7h.en xL > x2, the expansion of er, {Ír,Ir) is obtained in
a sj-milar form and the final result is given by

e12 (Í1,Í2) = *i + t (lr-ur) + (-xr-u )k.; - ht (xl-ur), +

+ 2 (Ìt-ur) (1, -u, + (Ír-vrl2l* , + Rz

(4 .57 )

rÀ-; = o (t) \r'2 tl o (r) (4.ss)
oo

where



*z=f ot't-#tr' ,31ó(r) (4.se)

I r À3 , 4 - ?*3=-^,--ztÖ(t)-#ft= 6ro+31Ô(t) (4'60)

c) Approximate Mean and Variance

t\,,rT

The approximate mean and variance of Èhe cond,itíonal
probability of misclassificat,ion are obtained from equations
(4.56) and (4.57) by use of a theorem which we state without
proof below.

theorem 4.42: Let (Xry) be a two-dimensional random

variable. Suppose

E(X) = Hx, E(Y) = uy

an(1

V(X) = o*', V(Y) = ou2

Let z - H(X,y)

and assume that the various derivatives of H exi-st at the
point' (u*, uO) . Then E (z) and v (z) are given by

n2,, - ^2H 2Elzl:H(þx,!y)+-ox*4or" (4.6r)

vLzl - r#t' o*' + r#r' ou' , (4.62)

where all partiar derivat,ives are evaruated at the point
(u*ru,r). Refer to Meyer 1,43, p. I28l I for example.



and let

and

m-

ff¿
¿

(Í, + I^)¿¿

;^. Then
¿

tfìh

(*, ,z)

(ut + rz)

from equation (4.56)

l'r \ )+ ê.2T + "j*'T' + RZef2 (xI'x2) I *l

where -jt' = .3/2. Now

(4.63)

(4.64)

(4.6s)

(4 .66)

E (T) = O, V(T) = o'tl * fl"1 "2

)^
V(T') = E[T=] -

A. n2
= 3o'[-

ttI

Thus the approxi-mate nean of er, {i'ir) is given by

E{e12{*r,lr)} =*1 + *2 E(r) + -jt, E(r2)

= "r + .jt"ri . {t
and the approximat,e variance of er, {Iyir) is given by

v{err{1r,1r)} = *22r(t2) * "j1)t*|s2-orr* * ft:,..1 tr2

+ z*r* jI) e(r tr2-o', L . Lt,)
= *rza{r2) ** jt) 2rr(r2) * 2Kz.jr,*rt,

¡|1\-2*2"3'*'

and using bhe resul-ts in (4.65) and

tþ * Slettl,.1 ttz

(4.2I) we get

(4.67)
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v{.r2 {Í, , i, ) }

A símilar procedure yield.s

e., , (X., , X" ) when E, t i^ .aL¿

the gxpectation and variance

Therefore

)n2: K^- l'", -nL

^1i_ +-h"1

2
'or

l1"2

11! '¡z¡
I

tt2

" 
jt' ' [ro

z* r* !t)

4rL
l--l.n..1

rrl
2

¡11
I

L ¡1

-l
n"2

,1ì
=-J

n
¿̂

(4.68)

,72
(4.6e)

n2'

(4 .7 0)

of

E{e' tLr,Í;} = *1 + "jt,"rrfu.. fl when

tn).1*r + *ìo'tf * fl whenttz

I,
I

rl
where K1

J

and

= "rtz

v{el2{Ír,Ír)} = *3Lf . /'t\? i 1+ *lt/'zoa{r , f-12
f -ñ_ ..1 ,r2

+ 2rrrcjt,^rr* * a¡

";',*. {, + .'r'r"n,L

I ll .I a+ Zrc ,rS À ¡ {¿Z * +} when
tl n2-

2oì
-r
t1"2

r,zh an vYr¿¡v¿^ z\:
J.

(4.7L)
1ô

r l- ¡4.r- _f
n"2

>X
-"2

(4.72)

x2

¿.1
-L

d) Asymptotic Distributicn
We consider Lhe asympt.otic dist.ribution of
the problem is symmetric with respect to the

urz (Rr ,Ì.r) ,

two errors.sJ-nce
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AS n!,nZ become large the distribution of

-, = "12 (xl'x2) - Ei"r2 (Ìr,1r) ]

lv{e12 (*1'12 ) }i-"
(4 .7 3)

is approximately normal with
Ignoring terms of ord.er -1 2-',n
approximation [see equatiãås

Pr{err(xr,xr) . u}

and variance unitv.
and, 1 in the variancetIt2
(4.70)1,

mean 0

I

-n,
(4.6e) ,

3

we obÈain

u- [*r**3 (t)

a-
I ¿.LKr t;-+-"1

. -"4

-t 
| -n^''

^¿ZrG.l-f-n"1
2

9-r-l
n'¿"2

2

_ ^ [u-{rr*r 
Ã)2rfti. 

Ér, I=.L when f,.Ì^
!¿

anq wnen

4.5

we obtain

Pr{e--(l-.i t.ìl¡ = o. . lv L2 \¿\I,1\2,

(4.7 4)

(4 .7 5)

Estimated probabiritlz of Misclassificat,ion

hlhen

the usual

likelihood

parameters

technique is
estimates.

of a discriminant function are unknown

to replace them by their maximum

This procedure is unsatisfacÈorv in that



it leads to the errors being either over or under-estimated.

If *1 is an estimate of ul 
1 

*2 is an estimate of v2 and

the common variance between the two populations [I, 12 is
estimated by t,he pooled variance 32 , then from (4.25) or
(4.32) t,he plug-in est,imate of the error is given by

i,-;^ À- x^ ;,^ x^-;.
arlR,f J = ,t#l + -+l( ' Z, 

L)t rlO(år l)

(4.7 6)

and from (4.27)

11 - i" À" I., ;" , i., - ;.urlR,rl = ørËr - +l{ - 23'i' rlo(ftrl)
(4.77)

where À¡ in (4.76) and (4.77) is assumed known"

108

e[eI2(Xl,X2)] = eriÌ, l-¡ 0r x - i(x1+x2)

't-< 0, x - ã(x1+x2)

4.6 Unconditional Probability of Misclassification :

a) Characteristic Function Approach

From (3.36) the unconditional probability of misclassificat,ion
for er., {i., ,Í") is given byt¿-r- ¿

I

x,I

> 0lXe IT"]
'_L

< olxe iI,Ì,J-

(4.78)

To evaluate this probabílity of misclassification \,ve need t,he

joint distribution of xZ iI and x - |ti, + *r) , which we

derive below using the charact,eristic function approach as in
secÈion (2.2) of Chapter 2 . Assume t,hat X is from
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population na and has t,he ESD with parameters ul, oI and À3t

where ul is the population mean , o I' is the population

variance and À3 is the population skewness factor.

From (4.4) the characteristic function of X is given by

À? ? )rir*(t) = tI + 6',:(it)"1 explitu' (o't)'/21 (4.79)

and the characteristic function of Xi is given by

À3 ....3 2.2ú;.(t) = 11 . #(it)"lexp[-urit, 
or'E /2nr) ,

l
-,_r . (4.90)
)-L t ¿

lsee Lemrna 4.2 , of chapter 41

In (4.80) it j-s assumed that the variances of X in the

two populations are different and are given by o rt in [I
.2and Õ Z- in IL 2.

Let,

u-i^ I,
¿L

r¡=x-lti,+xl
¿L"2t

Then t,he joint characteristic function of U and. V is given

bY 
it, u it..v

ú lt-t-) = Fl{e ¿ e " }tl¡V'-I-2/ srv

ir, (x - åtÎ.' + Irl )
Ëriô a - ã_._tar,o, 

Ír,"--2.-- z.L 
,

it^ it^
it,l^ it, t. + i t^x - -+ 1, - ^t k^

= E{e -L"2 *'1"1 '"2" 2 '-L 2 "2}

it,2x + titr-(iE2/2)112 + t-itr-(iLz/2)llr,
I
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= þ*(tz)ú;- (t.' - tL./zÌ),r,- r-J---rr. /?l) (4"81)Ã o n2. 
L ¿, -.t*l, tl tvTlL

since x, 1r, Í,2 are independent.

Substitutinq for the various terms

,iuv(r'r2) = { [1 . þ(ir2) 
t] t:. . +(it¡{ iE2/2})31

6n2'

. tl . +(-itr- {iEz/2ll3r l
ot1

. exp turit, tl"ltz + urit, -v riEr/Z

o ,2 {t, Ez/2)2 / 2nz

urit, -vrLLr/2 of fr, + E2/2127znrJ

( 4.82)

Let A be the quant.ity in { }, and B be the exponent then

ur u. t? o^2 2

B - tuz urlit, + t:+\it, - fr+. +t
r-2 n2 2
'2 , 2. or o2 

ìTrt*ã;*q'
22ErE^ Oa O^

l{,., ,t (4.83)

where as

A - [1 + þ,rrrl3] rr . #(it, 
- tLE2/z])31
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2tl

Thus the characteristic function of and V is writ,ten

= t * Ft(ir2)3 + (

üuv(tl,t2) =[exPB

Now the characteristic function of (4.85)

bivariate ESD, with means, variances and

between U and V given by

(4.85)

is that of the

correlation coeff icient

(4"86)

(4"87)

irl títr2/2\)3

I'IgCLI¡ Þ

Variances

rl = 
(t,*u. 'n2

uv = (ul

ut)

ur) /2

I
J

2ol

^1

2
=d-1."l

2oz

nz

2ozq
2

oa
I

' /l^
=tt 1

Correlat,ion coef ficient

where

222
l ol or o'r

1 ta îa = 7ii-tuv 2't1 nZ " "tI

u1 = E(XlXe nf)

v2 = n (x lxe ,z)

2o2 1Í 2
n, t tot

2oz ..%
¿o,-t, t

(4.88)

2o1

-
ot1
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.', oI'= V{xlxe nf)

)o2- = v(xlxe frz) .

Mardia ( t34l , Chapter 3) has an excellent discussion of this

distribution. As n.,,n2 the sample sizes from the populations

[1 and [2 _respectively, become larqe, dropping out terms of

order n'2 and higher, reduces the characterist.ic function
(4.85) to

^? ?
{.,uv(tl,t2) = tf + ¡(it2)"1 exp u.,rit, + urrit,

*2 +2-12-22
t oo- - t ou' - tltZ o,rrr] (4 " 89)

where
22

o =lt1l- -o'r--uv 2 'n. t"- ',- -'1 "2

showing that the characteristic function is still t,hat, of the

bivariate ESD.

b) Conditional Expectation Approach

If À3 = 0, the characteristic function (4.85) or (4.89)

is that of the bivariat,e normal- d.ensity function. If 
^S 

y' 0,

the characteristic functíon is that of the bivariate ESD.

Let
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An alternatíve way of finding the uncondit,ional probability of
miscLassification for err(i'Xr) is thlough the asymptotic joint
probability density function of U and Vt where

U-X^ X.¿L

v={1,+î.^}/z' I --2'' -'

and the use of conditional expectation.

¿¡E L

(4. e0)

O - E{.le (xI,X2) i

l
= Pr{x2 xt > o, x - å(Xf + Ír) ' Oixe nl}

+ ert-x, Í1 < o, x - åtI, + îr) < olxe nzj

(4. er)

Consider the t.erm

p = er{i, 11 '0,x - },f, + îì ì olxe nr}

1¡7h ô Fâ

À^ ^ x - u.
g(x) = tr- 6J or1 ö( o1l), -@ < x < æ

Vüriting U and V as in (4.90) for large rrl ¡r11 , the joint
J-a

ñÃ€aÇl'l.,.s.! v¿ - and V is given by

f- 'l -= | Pr{x, Xt > 0, ä(Xf + xZ) . xlx}g(x)dx}
J -æ ( 4.gz)
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of

/"1 :rl:
\'/

IThe iusfìfi¡'':ationL -.-v

chapter 31.

Where

BVN tr'"1 ,f
L \'"/ \"

this result is

2
u

uv

given

"",1-l
or'))

in section

' tl

.t
z

u

2

uv

Therefore

where

k-

o= k f- l- i" r.'r
I I I L-

o./2fi J--Jo )--
I

) ,2(u-u..)- iv-u__)-
¡Ll ,v,T=-

dR

UV

À ? x-ul
+ nr(*)lexp{- +
6o I' Z (l--p')

2p {u-uu} {v-uv}, 
_ 

(x-ur) 2 

}dud.vdxo o r ^ Jss-u-v 2oL"

v2 ul

t,
Ztut r

2oô¿,
n"2

2
r ol
-t-4't1

l_

2
I,o2
-t-?.n'"2

'2' I

n2"1
ñ-,--1

2ñ
t¿\T;-/

tt2

2
o1

lt
I

(4.e3)

(4 " e4)

2
U

LI=_T-,

Recall here that

(4"es)



ltq

. Àa e X-Ur X-ìt, À_ x-rr _ _-t.o3l orfl = orlr *r:{*lur}-
X-!' - X-u-
1_:¡ 11 

o t_fl

À ? y-l_rr x-u= tr + f= H3(+)l or-ft
6o-

changing variable v to w as v - x - w, we have

Now by changing the order of integration we get

t

, (x-w-urr)' 2p tu-u.rÌ {x-w-u.r} _ 1x-u., ) 
2

=- 

-r--T;dwdudx

ov- -u-v 2o.r"

(4.e6)

(4.e7)

P = # I:i" f--,, . *+ ",,?) r exp,- *n
,G-urrr', (x-w-u-r)' 2p{,.r-urr}{x-vi-u--}-l-ä * 

-* 
- o*; 'l-ou. or, - u- v

.)
(x-ur )'

-) 

dxdudrv (4.98)
tor

Drrt{- i na¡ s u u¿¿¡Y

t=x uI ,

6 - (ul vr)/2



this becomes

v

Putting x = t-l uu, y = (w

in (4.99) can be written as

+ ftf- l- rr . å H"(-)lexp{-
o,/2n i or o r -@ 6oI' "1

)(u-u )- ,, .".2r. u- ( tr-v/+ Ô J

¿-¿oouv

I ltr

6)

-L/2

?n{rr-r' }{rr-r, }sv Ls *ur., *v,

F uv

of

1

2 (L-p')

(4.ee)

the integrand

,2
f

t - 

- 

atfatllalrJ - !¿ (-qL[\¡'ii7

^-Z6¡I

, t,he exponent

times

^-¿rrx t:-T r
14Va

' l1

2x
=
^ 2r',-^2t
"tr \¿ v I

+ t2t4 +

I

)+Í y
ee( I 

^n 4ll-^¿\
"v \¿ v t

2px(t - y),
oouv

1r*
o 

u' (L-p2)' '

.21-n
1

2
v

o 2 rl -^2rvYt

)2

v

ox 2oxv

"fl,ã 
- %;ã;T'

ort + ouz{r-02)

", ¿,- ¿^o1- { orr- (1-p -) }
(4.101)

(4 
" 100)

In equation (4.100)

1
*-l=

o1

b- { =Y = * Px = }
orr'( t-r2) orror, (r-p2)

(4.102)
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Since

.2
i# - 'l-: : it or, ou, (i-p 2)
orr- (l-p - ) o,ror, (1-p')

,2 o.2-I

--

oL' + o-r'(r-Pt)

,2 *'o ,'
))-(1-p-)i

2xvo o-V

n 2,t-^2', i-v \+ Y t )

2p xy o,2-I

o,rou :-p2 ) to 12 + o u' (i-r2l l

o 2(L-o2\{o-2 + o-u \- v /."1 v
(4.103)

(4.100) becomes

We would like to express

above expressions in terms of
X and Y are defined earlier

= a(r - 3,t + 2 u2 1.- a +
o L" + o u" (L-p') o,rt ( L-r2) {or2 + ouz [-P

*2{ (ot2 + or,) (1-p2) }

2*ypor'(t-r2)
ouov &-p2) {o 12 + orr'tt-oTl

(4.104)

la ) --2=a(c;¡"+S+
oL" + ou"lr-ot)

*2 lo r-2 * o u')

+

o.',{or2 +

the parameters

V(X) , V(Y) and

AS

involved in
Cov (X rY)

(4.10s)

the

where
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x_u Hr, l

!=x-v-ô I
Therefore

Ðefine

V(X) = n 2
-tt

V(Y) = o,2 + o 2
au

cov (X, Y) = -p ouov = cov (U, V) .

p* = 
-o l*ot . - = cov(xry)

o.,rlor'+ ou"lu Iv(x) v(y)l%

(1 o.-q

(4.106)

(4.107)

(4.108)

and

.f - ^*2 1 _ a2 ou' ort o.r2 + o-,2(t-p2)
æ=æ

(4 " 110)
Therefore

(r o*2){or2 + our} = or, + orr(t_p2). (4.11r)

From (4.105) the coefficients of y2, *2 and. xy are
respectively given bv

(4.rL2)
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orr'(L-o*2)

*
------*--
,A L\ovo,, (¿-p )

^I

Therefore the exponent of the integrand in (4.gg) is given by

lh)1*22o*x.
i =?- - ;t' - ;;=Ti- - 

- ;#¡ (4.ii5)
-\- Y t "y "x ã, y

and the triple integral in (4.99) is given by

# f"l.J--'t. # H3(fo)J exp{- } a{t - 3,'

,*.*-#""rÌ otdxdy

aææ

= o- l. | ,i__tt. + Hrrþlr exp G ta(r- |r2rarrorlñ Jo! o J--- 6o1t t'o1'- !

, I -t{..+ +þJ}dxdyexpr ,, rry.?- _x_y

(4.116)

Now consider

p' = J__tt. *+ H3(h)J expi- | art - !l 2]¿.

= J]-.*e{- } att - }r 2}at * I:-* H3 (h)expi- å,rt-f;r2ra
(4 .117 )

(4.113)

(4.114)
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It is well known that the second term of (4.117)

,@ .l b,2.., ,EI .*p{-ia(r-;) }dr=- (4.118)J-- - ¿ a' /;
also setting k2 = xr/6or3 , the third t,erm of (4.117) becomes

p,, = k) f- H"(-) exp{_ *t¡;. _ o )2}¿.J-æ " "1 t /;

= k? i- rtlt3 - 3(*)1 exp G +t/* - !l 2]¿.
¿ J -- 

- 'ol 'O1' - v¿¡¡/ L 2'' u- 
/U

Ler s- Gt -L
VCL

then

exP (-

.3
,Ðr
' 3J

cl

^2, -^Þ JOÞ

(4.119)

(4.r20)

qh
3(L + :)'

va
_ _Ì ñ'-1

, 3sb2-:w

s2) ¿s

1
z

^^2,JÞ I]

-
a

1 ,3s 3b. ,-;i-'r;-rj
vi cL

ra

k)b,6 ?=-.-=
oLu" o 

^o,
Therefore since, k2 = Xr/6o13

^ ^b/ñp,,=fuf**
6or'a''' uol'

exp (-

.¿
æ(f^-1

3l

3l

I

b2To1 a

Now
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.r- oro Ã-o2\%K I'v.- Y r

o rlã o12ro..ro,, (r-p2)1{o 12 + or' (r-p2 ) }T

2n o,, { or2 + o ,' (tloz lF
since

oL' + ou'(1-p2) = (r-p*2)(or2 + our) = oor(1-o*2)

and

22
Uux

k1

"rr;= æ (4'L2r)
J. XV

Finally
p'= ffi * Þ"'t- ya

-,8 *^ro',ñ r 3 - b2 al/; u"fr'æ*ry-" (4.r22)

and

p= 1==, Il-o'exp{- t*
2ro-o., (L-p*Z)" JoJo Y 

2.l-p \x y'
))*

,y' , xo 2o xv,. ,t__ _t- ___i _
' o.., o -,2 {f'i 

dxdY ' ( 4 'L23)
yx

Now the last term of (4.91) is given by

q = er{Îr - Í1 < o,x - å,1, + *r) < olxe nrl

,@

= J__ 
nrrl, 11 < o, TG, + ir) , xlxlg(x)dx r

(4 . r24)
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where 9 (x ¡ is given j-n (4 . 92) .

By the same procedure (4.L24) is evaluated and. gives a

simi-Iar resurt to that of (4.123). Therefore the final result
is

O - E{.lz (ir,Í2) }

= [p+q] (4.tzs)

Further study is proposed for examining the expected error of
misclassification (4 . 125) .
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CHAPTER 5

ESTTMATTON, COMPARTSONS AND RECOMMENDATÏONS

5.1 fntroduction

Most of the discussion of estimation of the probability of
misclassification hás been d.irected to Èhe case of smaLl sample
sizes. This is due to the fact that the asymptotic expansions
of the error as discussed. in chapter 2 d.o not indicate the
behaviour of t.he error for small sample sizes. we may ment,ion
the work of Hills t181, Geisser [15] , Lachenbruch and Mickey [31],
sedransk and okamato [53], sorum rs7,5g, 591, Broffit and
Williams [B], Mclach1an [3g, 39] and many others in this
rêcñêñ+

rn this chapter we d.iscuss the estimation of the optimum
probabilit'y of misclassificaÈi-on in the ESD when the skewness
factor varies in the range (O.O0625 to 0.41. We also discuss
the apparent error rate for the normal distribution and ESD

crassification rules using data simulated from the EsD. The
derivation of crassification rules for the normar and ESD using
the likelihood criterion is given in section s.2. The form of
the estimators is presented in section 5.3 and the choice of
values for the skewness factor is d,iscussed in section -s.4. The
remaining part of the chapter is concerned with comparisons
of the likelihood ratio (rn) classification rures for the normal
distribution and the ESD using data simulated from the EsÐ.
Some recommendations are given in Section 5.5.
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5.2 Derivation of C]assif ication Rules

The general theory of classificaÈion rules has been

reviewed by Das Gupta t111. Let fi be the probability density
function of x in population ni, t.hen the likerihood rat,io

rule is d.efined as follows:

Definit.ion: A likelihood ratio (tR) rule is defined by ô ,

where ôu (x) > 0, if for some posit.ive constants (C -c - -. .(- \
) - t-I'"2t"'v}4t'

c- f* (x) < Max {C., f., (x) }) J' 
r.i.¡t 

- a a'

where M is the number of populations.

If C-!s are all equal, the rule is called a maximum-L

likelihood (Mr) rule. 
,

Das Gupta t11l discusses t,he classification problem when

!{[ = 2. In this case the classif ication problem is essentially
that of testing a simple hypothesis against a simple alternative
hypothesis. we derive the classj-fication rules when the p.d.f,s
of X in the populations are known to be univariate normal and

when they are known t,o be of the univariate ESD, for the case

of [( = 2.

a) Univariate Normal Distributions (ND)

Let, the p.d.frs of X in ni be

f-(x) = + exp[- ],^ ; 
.t)21, 

-æ < x < æ (5.1)r- o6
(i = 1,2) .

Since M - 2 let us redefine the problem in the usual hypothesis
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test,ing form.

Let 0 be the mean of the observation x, then the null
Hypothesis is Ho, Q = u1 and the Alternative hypothesis is
Ho: Û - ul. 't¡Ihen u, < u^ the LR becomes.1L¿l¿

Taking logarithims on

T I onru &It! -

both sides of (5.2) we obtain

_ lrx - u1,,2 * 1rx - u2,,2
- Z\-;-t t Z\T)

\4.¿)

/q ?\

= 4n"2o'

= [x-],ur+

The result in (5.3) is the I^t disciminant function when the
distributions in the two populations are univariate normal- with
the same variance but having different means (see Sedransk

and Okamato I53l ).
By Èhe Neyman and pearson Lemma (see Rao I51l for details)

Ì,,/e re j ect, H if-o

L<K

where K is some constant.

reject thaÈ Q = ill, which

nl and are in favour of X

we take K - 1. From (5.3 )

(5.4)

In t,he context of our problem rve

means \,üe reject that X is from

comj-ng from tIZ. For simplicity
and (5.¿) the classification rule
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may be written as follows

and

The rule in (5.5) reduces to

and

If ul , 12, by a similar procedure the rule is

Ølassify X as belonging t.o n2 if X . å(u, + uZ)

and

Classify X as belonging t,o [1 if * , ]tu, + uZ)

When the parameters ul, tZ are unknown and are

est,imated by i;,,i.2, from sample sizes of rlrr2 respectively,
t.he classification rule is seen to be 

1I,+I^)Classify X as belonging to nl if X . # and lr.i,

or if x ' (it + î.rl /z and ;t , iz ,ì

and
classify x as beronging to n2 if x r ti.r+ir)/z and

rf iz

Classify X as belonging to nl if

Classify X as belonging to 12 if ,:] 
ss

W

Classify X as beÌonging ro nI if X . ltur+ur) I
I
I

Classify X as belonging ro n2 if x I å(ur+ur) )
(s.6)
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12'7

Univariate E eworth Series Distributions /I"cn\

's of J! l-n ll . þe
I

(s.8 )

(i = r,2). These p.d.f's have been defined earlier in (4"1)

and (4.2) of Chapter 4.

Once agai.n define the problem

Null hypothesis Ho, g =

AlternaÈive hypothesis H.

when ul . rz the LR becomes

in a hypothesis testing form.

ul '

0 _ v2

? x-þr'l( *) + tx ,/ eo3 1

?
J9

Define

and

then

3r^,*-u2',
,Y \ o t

(s.e)

3i (s.10)A = {1 Lx=/2o31 + ¡xr/ao3J

B - il tx3/2o31 1*]uz¡ * ^ X-u.
11 f ? Jr , '¿'
L^ 3/ oo I (i--) 3,

J lq 'l I \

r x u1 â
A exp f_ +(_ rr Z'

¿' ã-) I

l x Pr .,
B exlr l'- i(- ãt1t

¿' ã-) J

H 1fBy t,he Neyman and pearson Lemma we reiect

(5.12)
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L<K

or equivalently

(s.13)

.on L < .Cn K (S.14)

taking K - 1 gives us .0n L < O.

Hence we reject that X is from [1 if

.Q,n A - |t" I utrr 
.Q,n B * !t2-¡z < o

which simplifies to

ø" l$l + [x (ul + v) /2] (" Z'r) o
o

From (5.15) the classification rule becomes:

For Ur ( !^
J_¿

(s.ls)

Clas=1ty X as belonging ro rI if l"lfit + W > O

and (5.16)

Classify X as belonging to rr^ if sn fåi + W < O2*'
for !1 > H1 the classification rule is seen to be¿¿

Classify X as belonging to \2 if ø"tfl W > O

and (S.17 )

Classify X as belonging to [1 if l" tf,] - vü < O

vühen the parameters u1rtr2 are unknown they are estimated.

by *I,*2 respectively and plugged in the rules (S.17) before
cl-assifícation begins .

we note here that in the comparisons of errors of mis-
classification using ESD and Normal classification rules and,

using data genenated from the ESD Èhe classífication rule for
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If uI

and

where

The

(4.24 ) and

is not simplified
l-l 

¿̂

Classify Xe frz

Classify Xe iTl

| /r¿

but is left

A exp [-
l-r

1 when *rj

0 when *Zj

probability

of Chapter 4

i n J-ha fnrm.

i X - þ.Ir f,¿.7ra-) J

B exp [- ]t'--f3l f

ì x Þ1 ',A expt- +( : ')'l¿' o'

tX-U-
¡ L t 4t4tIr exp [- 2r1-) J

11 >1

belonging

belonging

(s.r8)

(s.1e)

to

5.3 Ðefining Estimators

Let {*ij, j = L,2,...,nr;i = I,2} be independent samples

of sizes *I,r2 from the populations [1, n2. The apparent

probability of mj-sclassification is defined as

where

'-l
J

S j-milari1y, 1et

when *rj is classified

when X, . is classifiedl_ì

oÐ

t: J-n

n2

[1

''l (s.20)

is classified as belongíng t.o li.t

is classj-fied as belonging to fr2

of misclassification is defined in
and is gì-ven as

'"l

optimum

(4.26)
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u, u'r
arlR,fJ = I af-o =1

lt - tret tsl
I - *l
'2ot

( 5. 21)

l.l, u^ À. Ll, -þ^ ^ Il, -l-l^
ü1[R,f] = ,t#l - +lí '2ó"¡" - rto{ff)

oo

(5.22)

where aI[Rrf ] is the expression for the opt,imum error of

misclassification when an observation from n1 is misclassified

and s. [R,f ] is t.he expression for the optimum error of mis-¿-
classification when an observation from nZ is misclassified.

V'Íe shall be using these est.imators in sections 5.4

onwards.

5.3 Choice of Values for Skev¡ness Fact,or

The choice of À3,

boundary of the unimodal

described by Barton and

of ß, and ß^ where
I¿

kurtosis. the boundary

given by

the skewness factor, is based on t.he

region for Edgeworth distributions r âs

Dennis [7]. This boundary is defined in

ß1 is the square of skewness anq ßc.

regions for ß1, ß'2 are approximately

(s.23)

(5.24)

terms
i^IÞ

Rewriting (5.23) we get

and

where

(s.25)



In this
chosen to lie

study ß2 is
in the range

I'I

taken to be

(6.25 x 1O-3

fixed

, 0.4)

^+cl L and À3

5.4

a)

The optimum probabilities of misclassification are
from equat'ions (5.21) and. (s.22). The parameters Þ1, u2

o are assumed known with the folloiving values

b)

ill=0ruZ=1ando=1

Thus (5.21) and (s.22) become functions of À3, the skewness
factor, on1y. hiith À3 in the range (6.25 x 1o-3 , 0.4),
the probabilities of miscrassification Erz and Ezr are
comput,ed. The results are given in Table 5.1. This shows that
Etz decreases as À3 increases whire Ezt increases as À3
j'ncreases' The total probability of misclassificat,ion is fairlv
constant as À? increases.

This probabilit,y of mísclassification is investigated,
two cases: (i) when all parameters in t.he d,istributions from
arid n2 are known and' (ii) when the parameters ur, u2 are
est.imaÈed from smal1 samples.

when the parameÈers are known, the apparent probabirity of
misclassification is obÈained as forrows. Two independent
samples of size 2oo each are obtained at, each fixed À3 value
from populations ny f2 whose distributions are of the ESD

with the following parameter values:'

computed

and

IN

TI
J-

Estimat'ion of probability of MísclassificaÈion
timum Probabiliti of MisclassificaÈion

Apparent Probability of ir{isclassification
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Tab1e 5.1. Optimum Probability
values of Skewness,

of Misclassification at Different
for the ESD. All parameters known.

Skewness
Factor (À¡)

Optimum Probability of Miscl-assification

Total

0.617075

0.6L7075

0 .6L7 072

0.6L7072

0.617075

0. 61707s

0"6t7075

0 .6L7 07 5

0 . 617 075

0.617075

0.617076

Etz

o. ¿3

I..25

0.25

0. 05

0.10

0. 15

0.20

0.25

0.30

0.35

0.40

-?10

10

10

0.308262

0 .307 987

0 .307 437

0.306337

0. 304137

0.301936

0 .2997 36

0.297535

0 . 2 95335

0.293135

0.290935

0. 308813

0.309088

0.309635

0.310735

0 . 312 938

0.3r5139

0.317339

0 . 31954 0

0 .32L7 40

0.323940

0 .32 6141
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Parameter Values
)

H' = 0, 6- = I
J-

.2UI = L, o = r

By the use of the ESD classification rule and the ND classification

rule, the proportions misclassified in II and nZ are obtained'

This realization is repeated five times, the random numbers

which are used in generating the random variables have a

different start for each independent sample Isee method of

generating the distribution in the Appendixl. The probabilities

of misclassification obtained from the five samples are averaged.

The results are shown in Table 5.2, where the notation EtZn

means the apparent probability of misclassification when an

observation, from [1 is misclassified by the ESD classification

rule and EZI' is the apparent probability of misclassification

when an observation from f2 is misclassified by the ESD

classification ruIe. Similarily ElZl¡ and EZIN are apparent

probabilities of misclassification when the ND classi-fication

rule is used. The results show that EI2U i= always higher

than E'ZX at each À3 value and EZte is always less Èhan

"21* 
at each À3 va1ue. We also tabulate the total probability

of misclassification for the ESD classification rule and ND

classification rule. The Èotal probability of misclassificat'ion

for the ESD and ND rules show no major difference between the

two at each value of À3. If t.he sign of À3 is reversed

then one would expect the results to be reversed.

Population

Il

f2



Table 5.2.

Skewness
Factor (À:)

o. ¿3

L. ¿2

0.25

0. 05

0. 10

0. 15

o.20

0.25

0.30

0. 35

0.40

r4l+

Comparison of t.he Errors of Misclassificati-on, Using
the LR rules for the Normal Distribution (WO¡ and
t.he ESD, Averaged Over Five Samples. All parameters
known. Simulat.ion Size = 200.

Elzl¡ Elzw Total

10r

LO-2

10

0.327

0. 318

0.278

0"308

0.315

0.330

0.287

0.298

0.320

0. 328

0.297

0. 303

0 .322

0.330

0.296

0.307

0.324

0.331

0.296

0.304

0.310

0. 301

0.630

0.640

0.608

0.604

0 .622

0.654

0. 618

0.594

0.624

0.638

0.598

Etep E2lu Total

0 .329

0 .32t

0.282

0 .312

0.328

0.355

0.328

0.339

0 .377

0.387

0.396

0.303

0. 321

0 .326

0.289

0.296

0.298

0.305

0.262

0.248

0.255

0.247

0.632

0.642

0. 608

0.601

0.624

0. 653

0. 633

0.601

v.o¿Ð

0.642

0.643



When the parameters rl, vZ are estimated by ir,l, from
small samples the apparent probabilities of misclassification
can also be obtained. In this case a sample size 5 is obtained
from population 11 and the mean ;1 calculat.ed and another
sample of size 5 is obtained from population iT. and the mean

¿

*2 calculated. These samples are generated. from the ESD with
parameters taking the following values:

Parameter Values

)
,ì-t, = 0, o'= II

v2 = L,
.)
La

v-!

À3 j-s taken in the range (6.25 x IO-3 , 0.4).
At. each fixed value of À3 the means Ir, i.z are obtained

from samples of size 5 and plugged in the classification rules
of the ESD and ND. The apparent probabitity of misclassification
at each 

^3 
is obtained from a further sampre of size 2oo

from nl and another sample of 2oo from n2. This process is
repeated for each À3 value by estimating mean= it, i2 from

samples of sizes 15 and 25. The results of these calculations
are given in Tables 5.3 5.4 . The totar probabilit,ies of
miscrassj-fication for the ESD and ND are also present,ed.

Since the estimates of !1, vZ are obtained from smalI
sampres high variation in the estimates is expected and this
affects the classification rules. More data are needed. to
stabilize t.he effect of random variation in the estimates
before any definite statements can be made. However, we can

Population

II

nz
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Table 5'3' comparison of Èhe Errors of Misclassification usingt,he LR rules for the Normal Distribution (NO¡ andthe ESD. Means unknown and Est,imated-b; sampreSizes of 5. Simulation Size = 2OO.

Skewness
Factor (À¡)

Elew Ee1* rfrn+ - 1¿ V LG:L.L

6.25 x 10

1.25 x 10

0.25 x 10

0. 05

0.10

0. 15

0 .20

0 .25

0.30

0-4a

-3

-2

-1

0.140

0.220

0.220

0.205

0.175

0.230

0.295

0 .42t
0. 11s

c.125

0.360

0.400

0. 410

0.475

0.400

0.495

0.320

0.395

0.230

0.545

0 .520

0.2s0

0.540

0.630

0. 695

0. 605

0.670

0.550

0.690

0.6s0

0.660

0. 645

0. 610

Elzg Ezle Total

0.140

0.220

0.225

0 .2l-0

0.205

0.260

0.305

u. ¿1 55

0.19s

v. ¿¿3

0 .44A

0.400

0.410

0.465

0.395

0.475

0.285

0.365

0.185

0 .465

u.+o3

ô '1 çn

0.540

0.630

0.690

0.605

0.680

0. 545

0.670

0 .640

0. 660

0.660

ñ 
^)ñ
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Tabl-e 5.4. Comparison of the Errors of Misclassification Using
the LR rules for the Normal Distribution (ltO¡ and the
ESD. Means unknown and Estimated by Sample Sizes of
15. Simulat.ion Size = 200,

Skewness
Factor (rg)

Erz¡l 821¡l Total

o. ¿J

L.25

0.25

0.05

0.10

U. IJ

0.20

0.25

0.30

0. 3s

0.40

10

10

10

-3

-2

-1

0.345

0. 310

0.400

0.225

0. 350

0.360

0.320

0.235

0.230

0.200

0. 145

0.150

0.310

0.285

0.395

0. 315

0 .225

0.35s

0.395

0.38s

0.430

u. +J_5

0.495

0.620

0.685

0.620

0.665

0.585

0. 675

0. 630

0. 615

0.630

0.560

Éa El rfla+ r'l"LzE "218 ¿(J Ld -L

0. 345

0.310

0.405

0.230

0.375

0.405

0. 355

0.295

0.320

0.260

0.315

0.145

0. 310

0.280

0. 390

0.305

0.180

V. J¿3

0.340

0.350

0. 34s

0.375

0.490

0.620

0.685

0.620

0.680

0.585

0.680

u. b55

0.670

0. 605

0.690



'I'a-oJ-e 5. 5 .

Skewness
Factor (À¡)

rzR

Comparison of the Errors of Misclassification Usi-ng
the LR rules for the Normal Distribution (ND) and
ESD. Means unknown and Estimated by Sample Sizes
of 25. Simulation Size = 200 ,

EtzN Ez ur Total

6.25

L. ¿5

0.25

0. 05

n. ln

0. 15

0.20

0 "25

0.30

0. 35

0.40

10

10

10

-3

-2

-1

0.270

0.290

U.J/5

0. 335

0.360

U.J+5

0 .225

0.320

0.300

0.240

0.305

0 .220

0.235

0.310

0.280

0.315

0.245

0.480

0.290

0.330

0"345

0 "290

0.490

0.525

0. 685

0. 61s

0.675

0.590

0.705

0. 610

0"630

0.585

0.595

ElZg EZln Total

0.27 0

0.290

0.390

0.340

0.375

0.360

0.275

u.5/5

0. 390

0.290

0.405

0.220

0.330

0.295

0.27 0

0.305

0.230

0.430

0.255

0.240

0.300

0.225

0.490

0.620

0.685

0. 610

0.680

0.590

0.705

0.630

0. 630

0.590

0.630



tentatively make observat,ions on these results. It is clear

from tables t5.2 5.51 that the tot,al probability of mis-

classification at each value of À3 is either under or over-

estimated when smal1 samples are used to estimate uI and vZ.

The differences between taking small samples of 5, 15 and 25

are not apparent. The behaviour of individual probabilities

EI2n and ElZl¡ show that for sma1l sample sizes EIZU is
equal or greater than EIZN at each value of À3, while EZ,u

is equal or less than EZ,oi at each value of À3. The

equality of t,he probabilities occurs when À3 is very sma11 ,

with the disparity increasing as À3 increases.

The fact that EIZ' is equal to or great.er than E'ZW at

each value of À3 and. E21g is equal to or less than EZIW

at each value of À3 in the tabled results needs some alcrebraic
-l us Ër_r IcaËr_on .

From (5.5) the normal classification rule, based on the

W discriminant function, is

and

From (5.16) ttre ESD classification rule is

Classify X as belonging to rl if W > O 
ì
I ( s.26)

Classify X as belonging to fr2 if W < O )

Classify X as belonging to nt if ø" t$l + w ' OJ

]ts.zzl
Classify X as belonging t,o n2 if ø"t$i + W . OJ

and
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rdhere

A - 11 ,þ,," , 
ut, + ,*,{* I ut,t, 

(s.28)

B - tI ,3,r" o 
u', * ,þ, r* --u',tr . (s.2e)

2o' " 6o

Vlhen fl = 0, V2 = 1 and o = I \de have

A-r F**þ*t (5.30)

À^ À? ?B-1-;l (x-t)+t'tx r). (s.3r)

Let us consider t,he error of miscrassifying an observation x

from n.r. Then, by t.he normar ruler w€ classify an observation
fr^m TT r.rrongly if we use the rule"2

Classify X as belonging to ir.ì if W < O (5.32)

and. the corresponding wrong classification of an observation
from [r, by the ESD classification rule is to use:

Classify X as belonging to [1 if l" t$] + W < 0

(s. 33 )

It, is clear from (5.32) and (5.33) that the cut-off
points are different depending on the value of tn [å] in-..,.8
(5.33); ø"t$l is a function of the rand.om variable x and

skewness facÈor À3. If l"t$l = 0 the two procedures are

equivalent.

Consider



1+1

?
X-In

-=B

B

I
ì),.? ,.? ?1 - +(x-1) + ?= (x-1) "¿o

.,,3

À" À?
Jr;rJ

^ ¿¡
¿b

À? À?
lrrt

2"6

Èhus

Now
À- À^

JJ
62
),.?

r

(s.34)

/q ?(\

(s.36)

A-B
À3 

,,2
TN
À3 

.,2
TN

þ,,"'o

1

¿

1

z

3x 2l

The quadratic function (5.35) is equal t,o zero if

3x2 3x- 2- o

The solutions of (5.36) are

X - + L.457 and )( = 0.457 lc ??\

The graph of (5.35) faces upwards and shows t.hat, when

'0.457 < x < 1.457, A < B. Fron the simulation resutts sho'¡¡n in
the appendix most of the data l1e in tne range i.457 to -u.457,

ví2. approximately 60? or cver.

Since A is less than B,

ø"t$t = .Q,n A - .Q,n B < 0 (5.38)
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Thus the cut-off point of the ESD classificati-on rule is higher

than the ND classification rule cut-off poinÈ. This leads t.o

Er -,- being qrreater than ll- LzE - ----r -12N'
similarily if we wrongly crassify an observatj-on from

II {-ha nrrf-¡--2 off point of the ESD classification rule is lower

than the ND cLassification rure cut-off point and. as such

8", o is less than E^,,,.¿ LÍr .¿ J-N

5.5 Recommendations and Conclusions

From the results shown in section 5.4 the following is clear
(i) The ske!,mess factor (À¡) has very littre effect, if âny,

on the total probability of misclassification, alt.hough it
shows a decrease or increase in individual errors of mi-sclass-

ification. I,te may therefore recommend that the normal rule
can be used without much loss in classifying observations which

are from a skewed distribution. one advantage of the normal

rule is that it, is in a s j_mp1e f orm and easy to use.

(ii¡ Estimation of the errors when smaIl samples are used. to
estimate means shows either underestimation or overestimation

of the optimum error of misclassification. This conclusion

is based on one realization of data and as such only appries

to the present sit.uation. Further work is proposed to stud.y

the effects of small sample size est.imates of the parameters.
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APPENDIX A1

COMPUTER SIMULATTON OF THE ESD

A'1.1 Introduction

To generate random variables from the ESD we use t.he method

of Numerical rnverse rnterporation. schmidt and Taylor lszl
describe this method in detail. This method is usually adopÈed

when the distribution function of the rand.om variabre x can

be evaluated exactly for X but the inverse cannot be evaluated.

exactly. That is if

x - (r[F(x)] , (A1. 1)

where F (x) is the distribution functíon of x, it is either
impossible or difficult to evaluate Xt given F (X). This

happens to be Fh. case in the ESD.

Let X have the p.d.f. given by

À, ? x _ uf(x)=tI-elotlO( o ),-æ <x<æ (A1.2)

The distribution function of X is given by

,.* À^
F(x) = I fr - =J o'l O(H--.lrlavJ--- b - o

= i"- tl . g H3{r;r}l o(ÇrrayJ_æ 6o

= qlx -Jl - 
*t( 

* 
; 

u)2 1l ô(L;L) (A1.3)
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From the d.ist,ribution function (41.3) we see immed'iately

that (41.I) is not easy to evaluate'

AL.2 Numerical Inverse Int'erpolation lt{ethod

Let R be a uniformly distributed random number on the

interval (0,1), then the method of numerical inverse inter-

polation is as follows:
(i) Generate R

(ii) Find by trial and. error, two values A and B of x

such that F(A) < R < F(B).

(iii) By interpolation determine t.he value of X between

A and B such that F (X) = R.

To use the above method we tabulate the distribution function

in (41.3) when the parameters take the following values:

= L, o2 = 1 and À" is in the range (6.25 x 1o-5r0'4)'

The cut-off points on t.he x scale vzere chosen from the be-

haviour of the tabulated distribution functions. If x is

less than -6 the d.istribution takes too many negaÈive values

in t,he range of À 3 and when x is greater than 6 then the

distribution function takes values above unity. Thus it was

considered reasonable to restrict ourselves to -6 < x < 6 . The

intervals on t.he x scale were taken to be 0. 1 and t.his gives

us IZL tabulated points of the distributi on function which are

stored in a vector V. The x values are also stored in a

vector F.

A random number R (0 < R< 1) is generaÈed and by trial
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and error two values of x, A and B such that F(A) < R < F(B)

are found. If a particular random number fails to achieve this,

we generate another random number and repeat the search through

the vector V. To find x between A and B such that
F(X) = R ì,úe use the Newton-Raphson iteration technique. The

Newton-Raphson iteration technique is described below.

.A'1.3 Newton-Raphson Iteration Technique

Let F (X) be the distribution function of X, then the

Taylor series expansion of F (X) about the point x.r - A to

2 terms is given by

therefore

F(xr) = F(A) + (xl - A)F'(A)

and solving for *1 gives

n(xr) - F(A)
(ar. ¿ )x1 = 

-T-
r- F (A)

rõt

where r(xr) = R (random number) and r'(a) = f (A) the

p.d"f. in (41.2).

If we expand the distribution functj-on F (X) in a Taylor

series to two terms at, the poi-nt B where B > A we obt,ain

r (xl) F (B) + (x1 B) r' (e)

Solving for *1 yields



l_+b

*1 =B
r(B) - F(xr)

/r'l tr\
\fl'J ¡ J.l

F (B)

We t,hus have the option to iterate from point B or A. We

chose to iterate from point, A. The number of iterations

depends on the error allowed. We set it equal to 10-6 and

this gave us 1 or 2 iterations at most.

41.4 Ot,her Algorithims

To evaluate the upper or lower tail areas of the standard-

ized normal curve corresponding to any given argument we use

the algorithm given by Hill lL7l, whose subprogram bears the

name AI,NORM. The function RANDOM is used to generate random

numbers on the (0,1) scale; this has been developed by Lohmes and

Cooley t331. Subroutine SCAN developed by the author is used

t,o find points A,B on the interval l-6,61 to be used for

finding to random variable X. A new subroutine SINTP is also

given here, for iteration from point A using the |Tewton-Raphson

technique.

Estimation of Parameters and Goodness-of-Fit Tests

Estimation of Parameters

The parameters of interest here are the mean u r the
.2variance o- and the skewness factor À3. Let y be the random

variable of the ESD. Then x = + is the transformed.

A1.5

a)

variabLe. This is necessary since Èhe

integral requires a standardization of

o- = 1. In all cases the moments about

evaluation of the normal

the variable. V'Ie take

the origin are given b1z



tnlst.Moment Ml={f x.}/n
'i -1 

r

¡II2ndMoment M2={; *r2}/n
-J_r- |

3rd.Moment, *.=ti *r3\7n
- .:-1 J-

4rhMomenr M:-{i *,4}/n= ì=] r

where n is the sample size. The moments about the mean of
x are as follows

lst Moment I

MI=Ml +ul

t+/

2nd Moment MZ = MZ - M1
,2

3rdMoment I t r

M3 = M3 3MI ¡42 + 
", 

'a

4th Moment M- = M r t,'r4 ,"r4 4M, 'i,1, ' + u*, 
t ,*r' ,r, 

t *

These moments are shown in Tabre Ar.1 when a sampre of
200 is taken from the ESD. skewness and kurtosis are ar-so

calcurat,ed. The first and second moments show some stability
irrespective of the value of skewness factor. The third moment
is highly variable and so is the fourth moment. As such skewness
and kurtosis show no stability. This may be d.ue to t,he fact
that the theoretical values of the third and fourth moments
depend on higher moments (as far as the gth moment).

b)

The results of the chi-sguare-goodness of fit test are presênteo



Tab1e 41.1 l4oments
from a

About
Sample

148

the Mean
of Size

of ESD, Skewness and Kurtosis
200,

Skewness
Factor

6 .25

1. 25

0.25

0. 05

0.10

0.15

0 .20

0.25

0.30

0.35

0.40

**

Skewness * [Kurtosis * *+ 3 ]

10

-)10

-110 ¿

0.0400

-0.1102

0.2066

0.0544

-0. 0836

0.2798

0.0759

0. 3117

0.4685

0.13s0

0.5800

2.9809

2.6939

2 .6238

2.8359

2 .87 25

3 .3265

2 .5968

3.4198

3.4299

2.490L

3. 2555

skewness = M3/ Ot)/21

Kurtosis = M4/ {ttrz) 3

Ml MZ M: Mq

0.8584

1.0028

I .0423

0.9992

1.0200

0.8780

I .0282

1.1184

0.9359

1.0318

1.08s9

1. 0653

1.0407

1.0410

1.0106

0.8602

0.8743

1.1562

1.0759

0.8145

0 .97 4r

L.0487

0.0440

-0.1170

0 .2r9 4

0. 0553

-0 .0667

0.2287

0.0944

0 .347 9

0.3444

0.L298

0 .6229

3.3831

2 .9r7 5

2.843L

2.8962

2.L256

2.5429

3 .47L6

3.9584

2 .27 54

2.3626

3. s805
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Observed and Expected Frequencies, Chi-square
statistics from samples of size 200, skewness in the
rang:e (0.00625, 0.4)

Table AL.2

Skewness
Factor (rg)

6.25 x 1O-3

I.25 x, 1O-2

0.25 x 1O-1

Class Lower
Limit

-6.0

-1. 0

-0.5
0,0
0.5
1n

1"5

Chi-Square = 8.429122

-6. 0

-1.5
-1. 0

-0.5
0.0
0.5
1^.L.\J

J-.5

Chi-square = 7.52047L

-6. 0

-'l c

-1.0
-0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5

Observed
Frequency

20

22

27

37

+¿

31

I2
9

19

77

27

30

42

36

t4
I5

l_J

th

34

q.z

34

23

18

20

Expected
Frequency

r3. 32 808

18.4 0367

30.03179
38.32075
38.26402
29 .92t02
18.335s8
13. 3 9498

t3.29436
r8.43740
30.08682
38.34884
38.23591
29.86602
18.30186
L3.4287L

d.f . = 7

13.22690
18 .50486
30.19683
38.40505
38 .t7 97r
29 .7 s599

18.2 3440
I3.496L7

Chi-Square = 6.287L72 d.f . = 7



Skewness
Factor (À¡)

0.05

Class Lower
Limit,

-6.0
1É

-1. 0

-0.5
0. 0.

0.5
1.0
'lc

Chi-Square = 4.708631

-6. 0
AF

-1. 0

-0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
t-. 5

Chi-Square = 3.012980

-6.0
AF

-1. 0

-0.5
0.0
0.5
1"0
AF

0. 10

0. 15

Observed
Frequency

L7

19

28

31

45

31
aÊ

'l /l

10

19

30
<q

+¿

34
'lA

t2

L4

I5
42

42

36

31

9

11

Expected
Frequency

1? rìo] oo
JLJJ

18.63978
L3.4t687
38.51745
38.06729
29.53596
18.09948
13.63108

12 .82216
18.90962
30.85696
38 .7 4226

3 7. 8 4246

29.09588
17.82966
13.90091

L2 . s5234

L9.L7945
3I.297 04

38.96707
37 .6L7 64

28.65580
17.55984
t4 .t7 07 4

Chi-Square = 10.117 400



Skewness
Factor (À¡)

0.20

0.25

0.30

1 ql

Class Lower
Limit

-6. 0

-1. 5

-1. 0

-0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
I.5

Chi-Square = 13.905150

-6.0
1F

-1. 0

-0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0

Chi-Square = 6.011059

-6.0
-1.5
-1. 0

-0.5
0"0
0.5
1.0
I.5

Observed
Frequency

18

20

?¿

22

34

37

18

l7

11
1aIO

23

43

43

29

16

19

o

27

33

42

44

24

l-5

9

Expected
Frequency

12 .28252
19 .44927
31.73713
39 . 1918 6

37 .39280
28 .2157 5

17 .29002
14.44057

u.I. I

L2.0l-27 0

19.71911
32.17720
39.41668
37 .167 98

27.77563
17 .02020
L4.7L040

LI.7 4287

Lg,99895
32 .6L729
39 .64t49
36.94316
27.33557
16. 75038

L4.98023

Chi-Square = 9.737742 s.I. I



Skewness
Factor (À¡)

0.35

0.40

| \)

Class Lower
Limit

-6. 0

-1. 5

-1. 0

0.0
0.5
1.0
1FJ.. J

Chi-Square = 2.799382

-6.0
-1. 5

-1. 0

-0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
1F¿.f,

Chi-Square = 10.402570

Observed
Frequency

13

18

28

43

JJ

27

2L
Itr

ö

19

29

44

45

2T

11

23

Expected
Elronrrôh^rt

11.47305
20.25878
33.05737
39.86630
36.71830
26.89547
L6.48056
L5.25006

g. J-. I

Lt.20322
20 .52862
33.49745
4 0. 09111

36 .49346
26.45541
16.21073
15.51989

*'Í.r, o.osl = 14'07, *1r,0.011 = 18 '48, *1,r,0.0011 = 24.32
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in Table 41.2. These are based on a sample size of 200 obser-

vations from the ESD. The observed and expect.ed frequencies

are computed and from these the statistic

2 - (o E)2X ='--É-

.2where X- has approximately a Chi-square distribution with

(X - 1) degrees of freedom. Here K is the number of classes

o t,he observed frequency and E the expected frequency.

From Tab1e AL.2, none of the x2 values are significant, i.e.

none of t,he generated data are rejected. We therefore concluded

that our observed data are from the ESÐ.

41.6 Programmes and Flowcharts

The following is a listing of flowcharts and programs

which can be used to generate the ESD using techniques described

in the Appendix 41.
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$JOB UAIFlV ENOCK-:HINGtANDA¡NOEXToNOWARN¡NOEXT

C THIS IS A MATN LINE PROGRAM FOR GENERAÍING THE EOGEWORTH SER¡ES
C DISTR TEUÍION
C THE PROGRAM CA-CJLATES THE DISTR¡BUTTON FUNCTION AND THE MOqENIS
C OF THE O¡STRIBJTfON

I REAL E(301.O(3))rRL(30)
2 RE^L Vf20OO)¡F()-O0OlrXX(2000,
3 LOGICAL UPPER'J>
4 READTKT (RL(Llr-=l rK)
5 READ I I.{N
6 DO 3OO MM=t 

'MN7 READTNI ¡NrS
I KP=¡
9 YYY=RANDO¡I ( KP,

tO DO 2OO JKL=1r33
11 O(JKL)=o
12 200 coNrlNUE
T3 PRI NT 9
l4 9 FORMAT(.lr)
15 PR¡ NÎ T I DIST IBUT I ON FUNCÍION I

tõ o=P=o
17 SNN=STH-SFH=O
18 13 T=-S.O
19 l=1
ZO 3 ¡=T_Nl
2L CALL ALNORÈi(XTAIEAUN)
22 V(I l=AREAU¡¡-S*( (Xùt2-l r*EXP(-0.5*X*Xtr/'16¡O*(2c0*SORT(3r141593) )¡
?3 F( I l=x

' 2+ PFltNTlrF(llrV(I)
25 I FORMAT(r rrFSo)-tFl4c7 l
26 l=I+1
Z? f=T+O cl
2A ¡F(T.GTo7.OI Gl 10 5
29 GOTO3
30 5 KL=N
3f l=I-l
32 DO lO LL=t rKL
33 R=RANDOM(0)
34 CALL SCAN(FrSrl rVrR rRESrAl '81 TAFATBFB)
a-'.
3ó Xx( LL )=RES
37 P=P+XX( LL )

38 10 (oNTINUE

40 PRÍNT 6I
4¡ 6l FORMAI(|¡')
42 PFITNT¡ O OtsS=îVED EXPECTEDI
43 DO 40 KX=l 16
44 PFTINT 7rO(KX)ri(Kxl
45 7 FORMAI(' urFl3"/¡4XrF13c7l
46 40 CONÎINUE



47 SHEA=P/N
4A DO ll LL=lrKL
49 SNN=SNN+XX (LLI I I2
50 STH=STH+XX(LL)*'3
5t lt SFH=SFH+xx(LLltr+
5? SNN=SNN/FLOAI(!)
53 SFH=SFH/FLOAT( I,
54 STH=STH./FLOAI(\ )

55 PRINT 22
5ó 2e FORMAT( .1 | ¡

57 pRlNlr.MEAN(Tl=rrNtrrSAMPLE SZg=rrNrrSKEWNES=¡rS
58 PRt NTr r RESUTJS f \ fHE MOüENTS.
59 A=SNN-SMEA*+2
60 B=STH-( 3.0*SME{ tSl'ìNl +2¡O*(SMÉA¡F*3 |
ól C=SFH-(4r0*SMÉÀtSTH)+(ó.O*SMEA**2+SNNr-(3"0'FSMEA'l*(4¡
62 SMEA=SMEA+NI
63 PRINT 6.SMeArA¡3rC
64 ó FORMAT( ! t 

'.MEq\¡=. rFl3rór.VAR=r rFl3o6r.THIRD MOI{='rFl3o6' rFgURlH M

*OM=¡rFl3oó)
65' PR¡NfoTSKEWNES=o ¡f(B/(SORl(A)*f3) lr'KURT=rr+(C/A'F*21
66 PR¡ NT 60
6! óO FORMAT1. r.. t-

69 300 coNfINUE
70 sfoP
7L ENO
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IOU

72 SUBROUfINE ALNfIM(X¡AREAUN'
cIHISSUBRoUTIN=EVALUAIESTHESÍANoAFIDIzEDNoRMAL
C DtSlRIBUÎTON FJ\ClION

?3 REAL LTONETUIZ!'QOTZEROTHALFTONETCONE¡ZoYtX
74 LOG¡CAL UPPER'Jt
75 OAÍA LÍONE.TUTZS?'O/7'O¡18t66/
76 DATA ZEROTHALFTfNETCON/O'O'0o5r l'O¡l'28/
?? UPPER=o FALSE ¡
?8 UP=UPPER
79 z=x
60 lFlz.GE.ZERO) Gl To lo
8¡ UP= 'NOÌ.UPAZ Z=-Z
83loIF(ZoLE¡LToNEoflrUPoANooZoLErUTzERotGoTo20
84 ARÉAUN-ZERO
85 GO TO 40
8ó 20 Y=HALFüZ*Z
A7 IF(Z.GT.CONI Gf TO 30

Ag AREAUN=HALF-Z*( I o 3989 42280444.O.399903438504* Y/(Y+ 5'75885480453-29
I o EZ I 3SSZ AOA / (yf 2 r 62433 | ?L 67 9+ 48. ó95 9930 692/ (Y+5' 928457?44 3e ) )' )

89 GO TO 40
90 30 AREAUN=Oo39B9422BO385tExP(-Yl/(Z-3.8O52E-8+1cO0OOO6l53O2/(Z+3o)3O6

147948-4+1.9861538136+./|Z-o.t5ló7911ó635+5"29330324926/|l+4o83a59'.2
2AO8-15"1508972+'51/(Z+0c742380924027+3O'749933O34/(Z+3¡99Ot94l70ll 

)

3) 
' 
t ) )

9I 40 IF( oNOT.UP} AR=AUN=ONE-AREAUN
9? REÍURN
e3 ENO
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L5¿

SUBROUT INE SCA!( F rS rN ¡VTRf RES rAl' Bl
IHIS SUAROUT¡N: SCANS THROUGH THE O

ITHERE THE RANDOï VARIABLE FALLS SO
ROUTINE FOR FIY)fÀIG THE ROOÎ(RANOOM
REAL F( 2000 t, V( e000 |
M=N
K=M- 1

DO 2 J=lrK
tF(R¡LT¡V( J+l leANDrR.GT.V(J¡) GO TO
L=J
coNl ¡ NUE
IF(LrGEcK I R=RA\DOM(O t
GOTO3
A=F( J )
E|=F( J+l I
FA=V( J)
FB=V ( J+l )
AI=A
B 1=B
AFA=FA
BFEl=FB
CALL SINTP( S rRr A rBrFA TFBTROOT )
RES=ROOT
RElURN
END

.AFA i 8FB I
ISTRIBUTION FUNCT¡ON rO FtND
THAÍ lHE NEWTON RAPÉS.ôN
VAR¡ABLE) CAN BE USED

c
c
c

95
96
97
98
99

too
10t
lo2
103
104
los
t0ó
lo7
108
t0e
t to
tll
t l2
r 13
I t4
I ts



x,(-BÅ+ (R-RFA)/FP

8Â€À,RB<- B,RFA<. FÀ

DEFIïE FP:VÅ!ÌJE 0F
DENSIIY FUNCÎICN ÀT

R-åRsl.0E-ó

RåêX.RFÂ€AN
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SU8ROUI I NÊ S I N f P ( S r R r A r B r FA r F B I ROOÏ I
C THIS SUEROUTTN: ACÎUALLY FINDS IHE RANDOM VARTABLE
C USING THE NE\IÍ]{ RAPHSON' ITERATTON ROUTTNE

LOGTCAL UPPERTJP
RA=A
R B=B
RFA=FA
RFB=FB

t 22 ? F9= ( I .0 -s* ( 3*RA - I A**3 
' 
/6"O ¡ *EXP( - 0.5tRAt* 2t /sART ( 2 .0r3. I 4 t 59 3 I

I tó

I t7
I t8
t t9
t20
¡21

t23
¡24
12s
t26
t27
t28
129 I ROOT=X

RETURN
END

X=F¡A+(R-RFA )/Ft
CALL ALNORM( X'Aì I
IF((R-Ae).LE.lr3=-6, GO 10 A

RA=x
RFA=AR
GOTOT

130
!3t
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148

¡49
150
t5r
ts2

FUNCT TCN RANDOV( K ¡

c fHls suBÊoulIN: FINOS THE.UNIFORM 0rl RAI'¡oofd NUf'{BÉR

tF( K ¡ I r 2 r I
t READ(5r3)Kl rK2r<3rK4
3 FORMAT( 4I2.'

ÞRTNl 27

Z Ml=lt*Ke
¡{2 = l1+ K3
M3=(11+K2)+K4
M4=(LlÈKt)+K3
J=Ml ./ 10 0
K4=Ml-( I 0o+J I

H2=M2+J
J=M2./ l0 O

K3-M2-( l00tJl
M3= M3 +J
J=t'{3/10 0 -
K2=M3-( I 00*J,
f,l4= M4 +J
J=M4ll0O
K1=M4-( t0O*J)
Xl=Kl
x2=R?
x3=K3
X4=K4
RANDOf'l=x I * I . 0 E- 2 + ( X 2* I ¡ OE-4 t + ( X3{' l. OE- 6 I + ( X4t I' OE- A )

RETURN
END

I 53 27 FORUAT( ' I | ¡

t54 WR¡TE (5 r4 ) Kl ¡K2 ¡ K3r K4

155 + FORMAT(3tH STAITING NUMEER FOR RANOOI'I IS 4T2I
ts6
157
t58
159
t60
l6l
t62
ló3
164
t65
166
167
tó8
¡69
170
t 7t
t7¿
t73
L74
175
17ô
t77
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